


STELLINGEN

1. Ten onrechte verwaarloost Meyer een aantal bijdragen tijdens de bereke-

ning van de Cg en C^g dispersietermen in de intermolekulaire potentiaal.

Vooral voor de hoekafhankelijkheid van de Cg kan dit een aanzienlijke veran-

dering veroorzaken.

W. Meyer Chem. Phys. 17(1976)27

2. De bijzonder grote signalen op h^ - f . - ] voor n>2, afkomstig van door

elektronenbeschieting geioniseerde clusterbundels, in vergelijking met alle an-

dere clusterionensignalen, zouden verklaard kunnen worden door de reaktie

H2 + H2 - * Ho" 4- H die in het cluster na ionisatie plaatsvindt en voor

afkoeling van het clusterion zal zorgen zodat de kans op fragmentatie (afdam-

pen van brokstukken) kleiner wordt.

A.P.J. van Deursen, Thesis

Katholieke Universiteit, Nijmegen

3. Het energieverschil tussen de aangeslagen niveaus voor de buigvibratie in

een OCS molekuul met en zonder impulsmoment langs zijn as, kan gemeten

worden door selektieve excitatie met een CO9 laser in een MBER machine.

A.G. Maki and S.M. Freund

Journal of Molecular Spectroscopy

62(1976)90

4. Het feit dat Green bij botsingen van para-waterstof met pa ra-waterstof

een twee keer zo grote totale elastische botsingsdoorsnede berekent als beide

molekulen zich in de rotationele grondtoestand bevinden in vergelijking met

wanneer een der botsingspartners rotationeel aangeslagen is, duidt eerder op

onbegrip dan op een speciale konventie zoals de auteur tracht te suggereren.

S. Green, J. Chem. Phys. 62(1975)2271
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5. Het ortho-para spektrum voor CH4 in de J=2 toestand, zoals dit

vroeger door Ozier gemeten is, kan verklaard worden nu aangetoond is dat dit

molekujl een permanent elektrisch dipoolmoment bezit.

I. Ozier, P.N.Yj, A. Khosla and N.F. Ramsey

Phys. Rev. Lett. 24(1970)642

I. Ozier, Phys. Rev. Lett. 27(1971)1329

6. Het waterstof-molekuul kan, zeker op intermolekulaire afstanden korres-

ponderende met de v.d. Waalsput beschouwd worden als een idéale dispersie-

kwadrupool,

7. Het hanteren van het begrip richtingskoëfficiënt bij het afleiden van defi-

nities voor snelheid en versnelling is verwarrend en soms onjuist.

J. Schweers en P. v. Vianen

'Natuurkunde op corpusculaire grondslag",

deel 3V, Malmberg, Den Bosch (1974)

8. Eenheid in eenheden is meer wens dan werkelijkheid.

J.G. Siekman

Ned. tijdschriftvoor Natuurkunde 42(1976)224

â

'H
1

9. De karakterisering van natuurkundige verschijnselen in tegenstelling tot

scheikundige als zijnde "van tijdelijke aard en niet ingrijpend" klinkt eerder

denigrerend dan wetenschappelijk verantwoord.

G.J. van Meurs en H. Baudet

Inleiding tot de scheikunde

Nijgh & van Ditmar, 's Gravenhage-Rotterdam (1963)

10. De Nederlandse Natuurkundige Vereniging behoort een aktieve roi te

spelen bij de diskussie over het toekomstige energiebeleid.

11. Als gevolg van het emancipatieproces dient de hoogte van aanrechten

aangepast te worden.

4 februari 1977 A.P.L. M. Zandee
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 HISTORICAL SKETCH

About 10 years ago in Nijmegen measurements were started

to study the angle-dependence of the intermolecular potential.

Strangly enough this angle-dependence has proven to be very

illusive although its influence dominates many a process of

practical importance. Despite of considerable effort by many

groups all over the world, only for a single system the present

state is satisfying, i.e. for H0-He. For this system, ab initio

calculations converge on a potential model which includes the

angle-dependence over the full interaction range.

For the other systems, the situation is still deplorable.

From theoretical side one should remember Coulson's famous

comparison that the calculation of the intermolecular potential

is like the determination of the weight of the captain "of à

ship by weighing the ship first with and then without the cap-

tain. In the case of the angle-dependence it i:> more like the

determination of the weight of the same captain's protruding

pipe.

The experimental determination, too, is not easy, but in-

frared absorption measurements on dimers, the electric beam

resonance (EBR) technique on dimers and the scattering experi-

ments with oriented molecules have proven to be rather direct

and useful in obtaining information on the angle-dependence of

the intermolecular potential. However, each of these experiments

is sensitive to a specific range of intermolecular distances

23
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and orientations, so that sometimes extensive extrapolation is

needed to obtain the full potential.

For the heavier systems a general approach is absent like

the work of Shafer and Gordon for H--He (SHA 73), where all

available experimental and theoretical results were analysed

simultaneously in an attempt to extract a reliable potential

including angle-dependence over the whole range. The conti-

nuing efforts of Le Roy and his group advance along this line

for H -Ar, H -Kr and H_-Xe (LER 74).

In Nijmegen we measure the small relative difference in

the total collision cross section for beams of differently

oriented EL molecules colliding with inert gas atoms in a

scattering box. This effect is called anisotropy A and its

value is normally about one percent. The anisotropy has a

marked velocity dependence, yielding different pieces of in-

formation on the angle-dependence in different velocity

ranges. Before these pieces can be translated into a potential

a lot of independent information is required. This is the

reason why we only have been successful to interprete simple

systems. For these systems we adopt a potential ansatz

V = V- + Vn . P«(cos#) (1.1)
0 2 2

where V_ and V~ depend only on the intermolecular distance R

and & is the angle between the molecular axis of H_ and the

line connecting the centers of mass of the scattering partners ;

P represents the Legendre polynomial of the second order.

Systems with asymmetric charge distribution cannot be handled

by this ansatz. The V term, representing the isotropic inter-

molecular potential part (IIP), is supposed to be known from

other experiments. For the V_ terms we take the sum of a posi-

tive (repulsive) and a negative (attractive) contribution. Our

: ̂
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experiment, probes the V2 term around the potential minimum i.e.

just where the repulsive and attractive contributions approxi-

mately balance each other.

For a si.ngle system we normally extract two pieces of in-

formation. These two pieces of information consist of the po-

sition of the minimum in V? (R _) and the value of V~ at this

minimum (e_), for instance.

As we deal only with the ground state of H« we learn

nothing about the influence of the vibrational degree of

freedom on the potential, i.e. we restrict ourselves to the

rigid rotor description for H?.

It is evident that much independent information about V?

is needed to construct a complete potential. In table 1.1a

survey is given of experiments aiming at the direct determi-

nation of V_. The left columns are concerned among other sys-*/

terns with the anisotropy of H?- inert gases. The most detailed

information comes from infrared absorption experiments first

performed by Kudian et al. (KÜD 65 and KUD 67). At low tem-

peratures and low pressures, H2 - inert gas complexes are

formed in an absorption cell, resulting in a fine structure in

the IR spectrum for collision induced absorption of vibratio-

nal quanta. In more recent high quality measurements (MCK 71

and MCK 72) McKellar was able to resolve the splitting of the

lines due to the angle-dependent part of the potential (AIP).

Because the first vibrational excited state of H_ takes part

in the process, extra information is obtained about the stret-

ching influence on the intermolecular potential (IP). The eva-

luation of the data is very involved; it took the effort of

several people amongst others Gordon (GOR 66), Cashion (CAS 66),

Le Roy and van Kranendonk (LER 74), to extract the relevant

•'is

M

m
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potential parameters.

At Harvard university the NMR lines of H?-He and H^-Ne

mixtures were investigated. The relaxation times depend on the

frequency with which reorientation processes occur. These

reorientation processes are due to the AIP. Also here the ana-

lysis is very involved; it took three studies to end up with

relevant information for H?-He (RIE 68, FOS 72 and RIE 73).

With regard to the total collision cross section measure-

ments with oriented beams, the situation is reversed. The theo-

retical interpretation is relatively easy, however, the experi-

mental procedure took a long time to evolve to a reliable

method. Nozzle beams, velocity selectors, state selectors, high

quality detectors and refined data acquisition are prerequi-

sites for the success of the method, which is the subject of

this thesis.

Most recent experiments by the Gõttingen group (BUC 75) on

rainbow distortion due to the presence of the AIP and by the

Harvard group (KLE 77) on electric beam resonance for dimers

look very promising for the future especially if combined with

other independent investigations.

The influence of the AIP on chemical processes is of con-

siderable interest, but outside the scope of this thesis. For

an interesting review on this subject see for example Brooks

(BR© 76).

The advent of large computer systems made the ab initio

calculations feasible for simple systems. A survey of the cal-

culations is given in table 1.2. Simple SCF approaches valid at

short distances are left out of this table. For more compli-

cated systems it is necessary to start the computer calcula-

tions today to get the data for your son's Ph.D. thesis. In
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the last column the long range perturbation results are summa-

rized leading to refined information on the H -inert gas sys-

tems. The ab initio calculations for H?-H2 of W. Meyer, des-

cribing the complete interaction range, are only available in

the form of a preprint, for vip's solely, since a couple of

years.

•3



Bennewitz
(TIF 1964)
(CsF 1969)

1

1
Reuss

/ \

Nelissen (1969) \

\
Hoerkerken (1974) Stolte (1972)
(H_ - inert gas) (NO-inert gas)

|
Schwartz

•

Zandee (1976) Thuis (1976)

Total collision cross section

with state selection

Riehl & Kinsey (1968)

1
Foster et al.
(H -inert gas 1972)

i
Riehl, Kinsey et al.
(H2-He, Ne 1972)

Spin-lattice

relaxation with MIR

Watanabe, Kudian

(1964, 1965)
I
1

Gordon, Cashion
(1966)

1

McKellar, Welsh
(H,-inert gas 1972-1974)

Le Roy, v. Kranendonk Henderson,
(1974) Ewing (1974)

IR-absorption

for aimers

Klemperer
(ArHCl.ArOCS)
1976

EBR for

diners

Buck et al.
(Na+(CH,),CBr)
1975 3 3

Rainbow distor-

tion in diff.

cross section

TABLE 1.1 Historical survey of the experiments which directly led to a

determination of the angle-dependence in the intermolecular potential.

;&2«^



SHORT RANGE

Roberts
(Phys. Rev. 131(1963) 203)

Krauss anâ Mies
(J. Chem. Phys. 42 (1965) 2703)

Gordon and Secrest
(J. Chem. Phys. 52 (1970)120)

INCLUDING V.D. WAALS MINIMUM

Tsapline and Kutzelnigg ^ v
(Chem. Phys. Lett. 23(1973)173) x ^

Hariharan and Ku
(to be published

Geurts et al.
(Chem.Phys.Lett.35(1975)444)

tzelnigg
1977)

H2-He

Birks et al.
(J. Chem. Phys. 63
(1975) 1741)
(short range)

H2-Ne

AB INITIO

LONG RANGE

London
(J. Chem. Phys. 46 (1942)305)

Victor and Dalgarno
(J. Chem. Phys. 53 (1970)1316)

Langhoff et al.
(J. Chem. Phys. 55 (1971)2126)

Ford and Browne
(Phys. Rev. A7(1973)418)

Meyer
(Chem. Phys. 17(1976)27)

H_-inert gas

PERTURBATION

TABLE 1.2 Survey of the available theoretical data concerning

the AIP for H.-inert gas systems.
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1.2 THE GOAL

The final goal of the investigations mentioned in section

1.1 is to obtain a total potential/ AIP and IIP, which is able

to describe all present and future results on the interaction

of H 2 molecules with inert gases. At this moment the different

groups have their private recipes to construct a potential

which explains nicely their own experiments. Unfortunately they

usually disagree with each other. Even the combined potential

model of Shafer and Gordon for H?-He is neither in accordance

with the present experiment nor is it confirmed by recent ab

initio calculations (GEU 75, HAR 76).

As the work to produce a potential in agreement with all

the available experiments is very time consuming, we have con-

fined ourselves to:

1) a precise experimental determination of the anisotropy A

2) test calculations with the available angle-dependent po-

tentials

3) determination of an AIP in agreement with our experi-

mental results for two different potential models.

In contrast to most other investigators, we have tried to

indicate the range where our measurements probe the IP.

The IIP is characterized conventionally by position (R )

and depth (e) of the well. At the long range side the poten-

tial curve is approaching a pure R dependence, as it is

derived from pure dispersion forces. Overlap leads to strong

repulsion at short range described by an exponential term. The
-12commonly used R repulsion gives a bad description at very

short range. The compressibility of solid hydrogen for in-
-12

stance is much larger than follows from a R repulsion (ETT 75)
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~mNevertheless, in our model we use this R~m (m=12,13...) depen-

dence because of mathematical convenience and the fact that its

failure shows up at shorter intermolecular distance R than we

probe the AIP. Higher order multipole terms proportional to

ec
-6

—8 —10
R and R are active in the neighbourhood of R ; neglecting

e

them (as we do in one model) leads to overestimate the R

coefficient C . Consequently, this effective C- term which
o o

describes rather well the scattering phenomena probing the

potential around the well, may not be extrapolated to long

range distances.

The angle-dependence is rigorously taken into account by a

series expansion in Legendre polynomials, the V.. P. (costf)

terms. Odd Legendre polynomials are absent due to the symmetry

of the H. molecule with respect to its center of mass. The ex-

periment is rather insensitive to the P term and higher order

terms because the H9 molecule is selected in a J=l rotational

state. For a J=l state, the P -term occurs only in matrix ele-

ments coupling the initial state to a J'=3 state. These cou-

plings are assumed to be of negligible influence (see section

5.2). In addition, theoretical calculations for H0-He and

H -H (TSA 73 and MEY 76) have shown that the ratio of the P

over P coefficients is large (>50).

1.3 PICTORIAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SCATTERING PROCESS

In the present experiment two directions play an important

role; one is given by the relative velocity (v .) of the col-
re J.

liding partners, the other by the direction of an external mag-

netic field applied in the scattering region, referred to as

quantization axis (§). We define 3 as the angle between v
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and Ê. The total collision cross section (a) also depends on

3, 0=0 (g,v ). Strange as it sounds first, this 8 dependence

is caused by the angle-dependence of the intermolecular inter-

action.

The H molecule may be considered as a dumbbell, passing

a collision center with spherical symmetry, for instance Xe.

This dumbbell rotates around its center of mass. The rotation

axis coincides with the direction of the angular momentum

which quantummechanically is characterized t>y two quantum

numbers J and m_, the latter defined with respect to the ex-
j

ternal magnetic field direction B.

(During the molecular encounter the axis of quantization is

assumed to be fixed parallel to ê). For fixed values of J,m
j

and 8 certain preferred dumbbell orientations occur during the

passage along the collision center. Because the interaction

depends on the orientation, a change of 8 influences the out-

come of the scattering experiment. The orientations are most

different if 8=0° and 8=90° are chosen. In our experiment we

have measured at two 8-angles, with the H_ molecule in the J=l,
m =0 state,
j

We define m' as the projection quantum number of the
J ->

rotational angular momentum vector J along the direction of the

relative velocity. The anisotropy A we want to determine is

defined as:

i

A = (CTm'=l ~ °mL=O !=l
(1.2)

J J

henceforth.written as (a, - ar\}/°\ o r ^a/o . Because in practice

we can only select molecules in m_ states with respect to the
+ J

external B field, we must transform the a , *s using the ro-
j J

tation matrix elements d ,(8) (see EDM 60, eq. 4.1.15 and
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}• * V

MOE 74, eq. 2.2.10)

m.
(3) =

m
(3)) (1.3)

Eq. 1.3 can be explicitly written, with m, as the subscript
J

in an(3) and oA&),

o - (a.

= a +

where 3a = 2a. + a

- aQ).(l+3cos23)/6

- a0).(l+3cos23)/12

naturally a. equals

(1.4)

'-1'
As is evident from eq. 1.4, the measured total collision cross

section cro(3) depends on 6. For 8=0, aQ(0)=ff0, and for B»ir/2,

ao(ir/2)=(J1. In an ideal experiment we determine aQ(ir/2)=a1

instead of a (0)=a ; i.e. for the state m =0 we change the

direction of the quantization-axis from 3=0° tc 3=90°.

Because the H^ molecule in the J=l state cannot be treated

really as a classical dumbbell, it is difficult to precisely

imagine the preferential orientations for the different m1

J
states. It suffices, however, to state that for m'=0, there is

J
a preference for the perpendicular (=T) orientation at the
moment of nearest approach. For mi=l the linear (=i) orien-

J
tation prevails (see fig. 1.1).

Fig. 1.1 Schematic picture of the orientation of a H_-molecule
at the moment of nearest approach when the H_ is in
a m'=l or mi=0 state.

J Ü
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For a single collision, the angle 3 can be fixed. The

anisotropy determination is based upon two observations, at

different angles, 3n and 3, . The relative difference of the

total collision cross section yields for events with fixed

and 3,

aQ(3i) - Aa(l- cos231 -

a, (1- ~- cos"3i)

(1.5)

Ac
a.

From eq. 1.5 follows that for equal angles 611=81

vanishes and that the maximum effect occurs for B.= 90 and

3.1 =0°; i.e. A(3± ,3ii ) = A = Ac/Oj.

Because a. and Ao both are functions of the relative

velocity, the anisotropy A is as well. As will be discussed in

chapter 5 three different velocity regions can be distinguished

with characteristic features : At. low velocities the glory max-

imum in the total collision cross section is accompanied by a

steep zero crossing of A. At intermediate velocities a broad

extremum in A is observed. This corresponds to a sharp drop in

the total collision cross section. In both ranges the aniso-

tropy in the intermolecular potential is probed near the mi-

nimum of the well. At high velocities the aaisotropy A becomes

constant and depends only on the repulsive part of the potential.

With regard to our experiment we have to cope with the difficulty

that the direction of the relative velocity v is not uni-

quely determined in the lab-system. Approximately v coin-

cides with the velocity vector of the primary H- beam (v.), but

due to the velocity distribution of the target molecules,

there is some spread in the v .-directions.
rel

In consequence, we have to take some average over eq. 1.5,

where the B-angles have a distribution around their préfèrent
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values. This average, in general, leads to a reduction of the

observable anisotropy; for the extremum that all angles

0 <$.,$,. < 2ir occur with equal weight, the anisotropy

vanishes (see eq. 1.5).

1.4 THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

In figure 1.2 a schematic diagram of the apparatus is

given. The hydrogen beam is formed by the nozzle-skimmer

combination (S,Sk). The skimmer is machined from brass; it has

a full cone-angle of 30 and an entry hole of 0.3 mm diameter.

The source (S) can be replaced by a high temperature one which

can be heated till 1300 K. The beam is formed by supersonic

expansion. Due to this expansion predominantly the lowest

rotational levels are occupied i.e. about 75% (ortho-H^) in

J=l and 25% (para-H_) in J=0. The A and B Rabi magnets deflect

the molecules according to their magnetic moments. The main

contribution to this moment comes from the nuclear spin (I,m ).

With nothing else in the machine but the detector slit D , the

source opening and the magnets, three separated m -beams (each

of which consists of three nearly unsplit m -beams) pass into
j

the detector (m_=0, +1; m_=0, +1).
I — J —

In principle each of these nine partial beams can be separated

by means of a small slit D,. In this way state selection can

be obtained. The value of m has no influence on the total

collision cross section, because the rotational angular momen-

tum is practically decoupled from the nuclear spin by the mag-

netic field applied to the scattering chamber (Sb).

In practice we obtain larger signals using the following

method. We enlarge the D,-slit so that the three partial beams

with the same m value pass into the detector.
J

iamm
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An RF transition frequency is applied in a homogeneous C

field. Hereby transitions are caused with Am 3*0. The transition

frequencies depend on m_, so that one single m, state can be

modulated. If the RF-field is switched on-off, a signal is ob-

served at the detector (P) with the same switching frequency

and proportional to the number of molecules in the state

(I,m_,J,m_). Details can be found in section 2.5.
J J

Around the scattering box the position of four Helmholtz

coils are indicated by which the quantization axis B can be

chosen at will. With two different current settings the angles

S., M 0 and B,w 90 are produced. During the experiment two

attenuations are measured, one for 8», the other for 3, .

Their small difference (« 1%) contains the physical information

on the angle-dependent part of the IP.
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Fig. 1.2 Schematical drawing of the apparatus (from MOE 74)
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIENCE WITH STATE SELECTION AND H - NOZZLE BEAMS

2.1 RABI MAGNETS AND TRANSITION FIELDS.

An essential part of the apparatus.is formed by the Rabi

magnets which by deflection produce the m -state selected

H.-beam. Most of the measurements were done using the magnets

already described in the thesis of Moerkerken (MOE 74). In the

course of the investigation it turned out that measurements of

the anisotropy A at high velocities (v >2500 m/s) were desirable

for the interpretation of the H_-Ar, H2-Ne and H2-H2 systems.

At 3000 m/s the maximum separation between the m_=0 and m =1

partial beams is 0.20 mm using the old configuration (I). A

smaller separation is prohibitive in view of the intensity

requirements as it means smaller collimation slits. Therefore,

we have built a new pair of Rabi magnets (II) with higher

maximum field gradients. Table 2.1 summarizes the principal

design parameters.

II

radius of convex pole piece r 4.68 mm 2.38 mm

radius of concave pole piece r 5.51 mm 2.75 mm

gradient/current 2 kG/cmA 13 kG/cmA

maximum gradient 44 kG/cm 90 kG/cm

Table 2.1. Characteristics of the Rabi magnets.
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To achieve a higher saturation field a 50% Co-Pe alloy was used

(VACOPLUX 50, saturation field 23.5 kG) for the convex pole

piece. The construction is such that a Vacoflux rod, 4.76 mm

diameter, is embedded in a Fe body.

At the entrance and exit of the magnets care is taken to

bring the magnetic field slowly to its maximum value employing

Fe wedges 2 cm long. This is done in order to minimize the

occurrence of Majorana transitions, which are discussed in

detail in section 2.7.

Three disadvantages accompany the introduction of Rabi II:

First, the intensity drops by a factor 2.5 due to the decrease

in beam height; second, the alignment is more critical because

the linear dimension of the region with nearly constant gradient

scales with r (see table 2.1); third, the alignment is also

hampered by the small field of view through the magnets and by

reflections from the polished pole pieces.

The orientation of the magnets A and B was chosen in two

ways: first, the gradients antiparallel (à la Rabi) to check

the transition frequencies and their line widths; second, with

the gradients parallel (à la Moerkerken) to perform the scat-

tering experiments at the highest possible separation between

the m -beams (see section 2.5).

The line width of the transition increases with the velo-

city of the molecules. Our goal is a moderate line width of

approximately 6kHz, small enough to obtain sufficient separation

from neighbouring transitions without being troubled by the de-

pendence of the C field on the field of the Helmholtz coils

(see fig. 1.2). A new transition coil was needed with a length

of 9 cm (1 cm diameter), compared to 5 cm in the low velocity

measurements. The coil (about 80 windings, 1.0 mm diameter Cu
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wire) is placed in a copper tube 1" diameter. The RF power is

supplied by a Wavetek model 134 oscillator and an ENI model

240L RF power amplifier. Using this configuration we could

easily obtain an oscillating field of 3 Gauss. The power applied

to the 9 cm coil was adjusted from about 45 W at 2500 m/s to

about 15 Watt at 800 m/s.

The d.c field is provided by an external yoke and can be

varied to a maximum of 250 6/ its homogeneity is better than

1% over a range of 10 cm. The yoke possesses rounded off edges

to minimize the occurrence of Majorana flops.

2.2 THE LOW TEMPERATURE SOURCE

For beam velocities v. <1400 m/s a nozzle source cooled

by liquid helium was used, similar to the one of van Deursen

(DEU 76). Nozzles with diameters between 10 ym and 30 ym were

employed, the opening pierced into aluminum foil (kitchen

quality). The source body is clamped against a Leybold-Heraeus

Klipping cryostat (VMK500). The helium flow is electronically

controlled; the temperature is taken from a Pt or a C thermo-

meter, mounted on the cryostat. The readings are constant

within 0.2K. The liquid helium consumption amounts to 0.5 1/h at

35 K. During the measurements the lowest temperature was approx-

imately 30 K corresponding with v. = 800 m/s.

If d denotes the nozzle diameter, Tn the source temperature
2 —3 2 —1

and PQ the source pressure, we kept P\.d /TQ-10 atm(10 mm) K

under working conditions. This number reflects the capacity of

the water baffled 3000 1/s diffusion pump (Balzers model

Dif250), which we used. Older measurements were performed with
2

a 2000 1/s pump (Leybold-Heraeus DO2001), where PQd /T_ was
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correspondingly smaller (factor 1.5).

To avoid clogging up of the nozzle by solid N? we purified

the H^ gas by passing it through a liquid N_ cooled zeolite

trap.

The source arrangement is si Jiilar to that investigated by

Buck et al. (BUC 73) who found f.w.h.m. for the distribution

of the beam velocities <2%. This is in complete agreement with

earlier observations of Moerkerken (MOE 70), the use of a

velocity selector during the anisotropy measurements is

unnecessary, therefore.

The intensity measurements with and without deflecting

magnets were in agreement with the assumption that only the

lowest rotational levels of the H? molecule are occupied

(J=l, the ortho H_, 75% of the signal; J=0, the para EL, 25%

of the signal).

As will be explained in section 2.5, the scattering mea-
-4

surements are done slightly off-axis (3.10 rad). Differences

in the most probabie velocity between the off-axis beam and

the axial beam were neglected; within 1% we could not detect

any difference.

We had no succès to lower the beam velocity significant-

ly below 800 m/s, keeping the intensity on a sufficiently high

level required for cross section measurements with state
18

selection (5.10 molecules/sterad). Two methods were tried:

lowering the source temperature and second, loading the beam

with Ne.

Below 30 K significant beam condensation occurs. This

boosts up the velocity and deteriorates the intensity; clusters

consume the monomers and deliver the heat of condensation to

the beam. This energy increases the forward beam velocity and
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the divergence of the beam.

Although loading with Ne decreases the beam velocity at a

fixed source temperature, the final lowest beam velocity is

determined by the condensation of the Ne atoms and the occur-

rence of mixed clusters. This takes place at higher beam tem-

peratures than observed for the pure H2-beams.

The measured most probable velocity was qualitatively

in agreement with the assumption of complete isotropic expan-

sion, v =(2c TQ) , where c is the specific heat at constant

pressure per unit mass. For instance, at a source temperature

of 36 K we calculated v =866 m/s and measured v=870 m/s.

The measurements were done with a mechanical velocity

selector and were found slightly sensitive to Pn and d (see

also BUC 73). This dependence points to condensation effects

and incomplete expansion at these low temperatures. How these

effects influence the uncertainty in the velocity determination

is discussed in section 2.4.

2.3 THE HIGH TEMPERATURE SOURCE

For beam velocities above 3000 m/s a high temperature

nozzle source was constructed which can be heated to about

1300 K. Originally, Stolte had designed a similar source to

obtain fast NO beams (THU 77). Its central part is formed by a

10 cm long stainless steel capillary with 2 mm (1.2 mm) outer

(inner) diameter; the capillary is heated by direct current

(21 A, 11.5 V to obtain 1200 K). It is very difficult to drill

a nozzle hole into the capillary. First the wall thickness is

reduced to about .2 mm using a milling machine. Then, by spark

emission a hole is formed with diameter between 20-90 ym; the
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diameter depends critically on the moment at which the sparking

process is ended. The two water cooled electrodes form arms

between which the capillary is suspended by spring action. The

spring prevents spatial displacement due to thermal expansion.

A rough indication of the source temperature was obtained fron

a pyrometer reading.

Because the detector (Penning UHV vacuumgauge) is sensi-

tive to the influx of particles we expect an increase of the

signal with rising temperature at constant source density.

Accordingly, in going from 2500 m/s to 5000 m/s we obtain an

increase in intensity of a factor two.

The maximum beam loss in forward direction due to de-

flection of the in =+1 molecules amounts to 50% at 250Q m/s, 40%

at 4100 m/s, 32% at 4800 m/s and 12% at 6000 m/s with 100 ym

width of colliraator and detector slits (D ,D?) and a 0.3 mm

skimmer opening. By intensity requirements (S/N>40, for the

m =1 partial beam with 1 s time constant), we are limited to

velocities <5000 m/s f : the anisotropy measurements.

2.4 THE VELOCITY DETERMINATION

The determination of the beam velocities was performed

using two different slotted-disk velocity selectors, both

with a maximum number of about 250 revolutions per second.

Selector I has a velocity resolution Av/v=37.5% if its rotor

axis is aligned parallel to the beam direction. The conversion

factor for the molecular velocity equals 11.2 ms /Hz. By ad-

justing the angle between the rotor axis and the beam direction

we were able to determine velocities up to 4500 m/s.

Selector II is self-calibrating and identical to the one

i
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described by Stolte <STO 72). Clockwise rotation gives a

velocity resolution Av/v=21% and a conversion factor of 6.4

ms /Hz; counterclockwise rotation gives Av/v=6.7% and a

conversion factor 2.1 ms /Hz. Selector II was used for the

velocity range below 1500 m/s and to calibrate selector I.

In view of the limited velocity resolution of the selec-

tors, we never tried seriously to determine the velocity spread

of the H -beam. However, from (BUC 73) we infer Av./v.s» 2%.

The calibration led to an accuracy of 2% in the deter-

mination of the beam velocity v . However, the final uncertain-

ty was enlarged to 4% to include the influence of nozzle dia-

meter d and source pressure P. for those anisotropy measure-

ments where v was determined for d and P_ values somewhat

different from those used during the actual anisotropy

measurement.

2.5 FLOP-IN AND FLOP-OUT REGIME

Before entering the detailed discussion of the flop-in and

flop-out measurements in the apparatus, we define the states

and properties of ortho (J=l) H? in a magnetic field. In high

magnetic fields the value of the magnetic moment y is given by

the following expression:

= 5.586 m + .881 m with y 5.0505xlO"27j/T

(2.1)

Here m and m stand for the projection quantum number of the
I J

nuclear spin and the rotational angular momentum, respectively.

The first column in table 2.2 corresponds to the nomenclature

of Ramsey (RAM 56). In the fifth column, the purity P is given

m
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at 250 G (the field obtained with our Helmholtz ar<ls). P is

defined as the squared probability amplitude for finding the

molecule in the asymptotic state given in the second and third

column. The fourth column gives the quantum number of the

adiabatically connected weak field state.

m. m. P
B=250 G

K

G

F

E

D

C

B

A

1

1

1

0

0

0

-1

-1

- 1

1

0

-1

1

0

-1

1

0

-1

2

2

2

1

1

2

0

1

2

1.00

.99

.96

.99

-91

.99

.94

.99

1.00

y»0

<
y «0

y«0

Table 2.2 Definition of the strong and weak field states of

ortho (J=l) HL

Figure 2.1 shows schematically two different arrangements of

the A and B magnets with parallel (I) and antiparallel (II)

gradients. For technical reasons both the source opening and

the detector slit must be kept on the beam axis, whereas the

collimator slit can be set at different distances x from the
c

axis. In the figure it is assumed that the machine is symme-

trical, i.e. 1=1 2. In the upper part the beam trajectories

are depicted, in a flop-out regime (la) and a flop-in regime

(Ib) supposing ideally sharp collimated beams. The partial

i í

Ï
ú

i
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flop out (Ia)

K -1-

flop out(Ea)

Fig. 2.1 Schematical drawing of the molecular trajectories

for the different flop situations used during the

experiment. In the upper part the situation with

parallel gradients is displayed; in the lower part

with antiparallel gradients.
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beams correspond with the K and E states. To obtain the flop-in

signal, x must be fixed to one half of the value in situationc

la. Dashed lines correspond with molecular trajectories missing

the detector. By x, we denote the distance between the detector

and where the dashed lines traverse the detector plane.

In the second and third column of table 2.3 the charac-

teristics of the situation with parallel gradients are summa-

rized. The intensity in case.Ib is twice as big as in case la.

In the lower part of figure 2.1 the situation is sketched

with antiparallel gradients. Now the intensities of the flop-in

and flop-out signal are equal. Again the values of x and x,
c d

are summarized in table 2.3.

flop out -in -out -in

signal

Ia

a

a

I

Ib

a/2

a

21

H a

0

a

21

l i b

a/2

a

I

Table 2.3 Deflection characteristics assuming a symmetric

machine

Because in practice the machine is rather asymmetric, the

values in table 2.3 have to change slightly. The actual value

of I,, defined in figure 2.1, equals 193 cm, 1 =112.5 cm,

1 = 20 cm and 1 = 40 cm. For the anisotropy measurements

performed in situation I the gradient of the A and B magnet was

always equal. Then the following equation holds for x :

x = ]i. VB. c/ mv
c

(2.2)
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with M given in eq. 2.1 and VB from table 2.1; m represents
-27

the molecular weight i.e. 3.347x 10 kg for HL. The constant

c is determined by the dimensions of the apparatus and the
3 2 3 2

kind of trajectory; c equals 4.9x10 cm in la, 2.5x10 cm
3 2

in Ib for the K state and c-2.3x10 cm for the E state.

Accordingly, for magnets I one has x =0.3 mm at v=2500 m/s

in situation la and with maximum gradient. For magnets II this

value is twice as big.

During most of the anisotropy measurements situation Ib

was realized. With respect to la, twice the intensity can be

achieved. In both situations, the scattering chamber has to be

displaced off axis, by 0.2 mm in la with x =0.5 mm and four
c

times less in Ib.
In situation H a , the value of x is independent of the

c

strength of the B field and the observed transitions. This is

an advantage in purely spectroscopic measurements, however, in

this case the full beam enters the detector; this may result

in a lower S/N.

In all cases where the double intensity 21 is observed

(Ib and lia) one has to keep in mind that the purity of the

participating E state is only 91% for the 250 G Helmholtz field

in the scattering chamber resulting in a correction (about 9%)

on the measured anisotropy (see section 3.2). The correction

is zero if only K state molecules are involved in the state

selected signal (P>99% at 250 G).

2.6 MAGNETIC MOMENTS AND TRANSITION FREQUENCIES FOR H_,HD and

D2

In this section we will discuss the possibility for state
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selection of HD and D? and compare the magnetic moments and

transition frequencies with those of H . Prom the point of

view of the anisotropic potential D2 is not distinguishable

from H- within our accuracy, whereas the HD possesses a very

strong eccentricity i.e. the center of rotation does not

coincide with the center of charges. The influence of this

eccentricity has been investigated theoretically by Heukels

et al. (HEU 74). A significant change in the anisotropy A was

predicted for He-HT compared to He-D_.

From a purely experimental point of view the H molecules

behave exceptionally well. The maximum magnetic moment (in

high fields) for H is about 5 times larger than that of Do

(assuming J=l). D2 is thus much more difficult to deflect than

V
Also the population of H? states is remarkably favourable

at low temperatures. For EL at low temperatures 8.5% of the

beam molecules are in a particular quantum state with I=J=1 and

a fixed m_,m_ value. For Do this number equals 3.7%. For HD at

very low temperatures all molecules are xn the uninteresting

J=O state, because here no symmetry restrictions exist. The

occurrence of very low rotational temperatures arising from

the nozzle expansion, is expected to be especially harmful for

HD due to its eccentricity and thus enlarged transition proba-

bility.

An advantage of the HD or D beam will be the low partial

pressure observed at mass 3 and 4. Consequently, use of a mass

spectrometer can compensate the mentioned disadvantages, to

some extent.

In table 2.4 the frequencies v for Am =+i transitions are

given for H in magnetic fields of 100, 200 and 300 G. For
4b
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each transition the value b is given which determines the
2

transition probability T according to T=sin bt, where t stands

for the time which the molecule spends in the transition region.

For the calculation of b an RF field of 1 G is assumed.

Trans- 100G
ition v(kHz) b(10 s )

200G 300G
v(kHz) b(10 s ) v(kHz) b(10 s )

LP

KE

GD

FC

EB

DA

455

551

321

776

305

404

1

1

1

1

1

1

.86

.56

.90

.56

.72

.91

880

1006

713

1133

698

825

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

88

74

92

74

86

90

1305

1441

1121

1531

1114

1250

1.88

1.80

1.92

1.80

1.89

1.90

Table 2.4 Data for the Am = +1 transitioni of H .

In table 2.5 the nomenclature of the states for HD is

defined following Ramsey (RAM 57). The left (right) part

contains the states with y»0 (y«0) . The purities are defined

as in section 2.5 for H . In table 2.6 the corresponding

transition frequencies are shown.

The following tables 2.7 and 2.8 contain the same infor-

mation for D^, All entries in the tables were calculated by

exact diagonalization procedures using the Hamiltonian and

constants given by Ramsey (RAM 56). We are interested in the

purity in the scattering region, where we can obtain 250 G at

maximum with our Helmholtz set-up. In the calculation the

B field was chosen accordingly. For a C field strength within

100-300 G the transition frequencies occur in the convenient

frequency band 100-1500 kHz.
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States

A

B

C

G

H

I

M

N

0

m

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

-a

1

0

— 1

1

0

-1

1

0

—• 1

raJ

1

1

1

0

0

0

-1

-1

-1

purity
B=250G

1.00

.60

.45

.59

.63

.54

.23

.55

.99

States

D

E

F

J

K

L

P

Q

R

m
P

-1/2

-1/2

-1/2

-1/2

-1/2

-1/2

-1/2

-1/2

-1/2

md

1

0

-1

1

0

-1

1

0

-1

mJ

1

1

1

0

0

0

-1

-1

-1

purity
B=250G

.99

.71

.89

.71

.80

.84

.78

.84

1.00

Table 2.5 Definition of the strong field states of HD (J=l)

(m , m, and m stand for the projection quantum
p d J

number of proton nuclear spin, deuteron nuclear

spin and molecular rotation, respectively).

transitions 100G
v(kHz)

200G
v(kHz)

300G
v(kHz)

AD

BE

CF

GJ

HK

IL

MP

NQ

OR

492

537

477

466

435

379

429

394

369

915

956

902

885

853

790

831

811

793

1340

1380

1335

1307

1276

1214

1240

1232

1217

Table 2.6 Frequencies for the Am =+1 transitions of HD
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purity
B=250G

L
K

G

F

E

D

C

B

A

1

1

1

0

0

0

« 1

-1

-1

1

0

1

0

-1

1

0

-1

2

2

2

1

1

2

0

1

2

1.00

.90

.86

.90

.73

.90

.63

.90

1.00

V»0

JJ«O

Table 2.7 Strong and weak field states of para (J=l) D,

trans-
ition

100 G
v(kHz)

. . 200 G
b(10 s ) * v(kHz)

4 -1 30° G 4 -1
b(10 s ) v(kHz) b(10 s )

LF

KE

GD

FC

EB

DA

53.6

1.16.7

53.8

188.8

48.6

111.7

.33

.08

.25

.05

.36

.17

112.9

185.4

112.6

238.3

98.7

1"1.1

.32

.13

.27

.10

.35

.22

175.2

256.2

173.5

290.7

152.3

233.4

.32

.16

.29

.15

.35

.24

Table 2.8 Data for the usa = + 1 transitions of D

(the b-value is calculated as in table 2.4)

The calculation of the transition probabilities is performed

by D. Klaassen in our group.
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2.7 MAJORANA FLOPS AND OTHER EXPERIMENTAL DIFFICULTIES

Majorana flops are non-resonant transitions which may

occur also outside the transition region. They are very harm-

ful for our experiment because the state is changed in an

uncontrolled way. We want to know precisely, however, the state

of a molecule on its way from the moment of collision till its

departure from the B magnet. This state we wish to change at

will in the transition region applying a resonant RF field.

Whereas Majorana flops mean only a signal decrease for

molecular beam spectroscopists, in our case the measured value

of the anisotropy A becomes meaningless if we can not rule

out Majorana m transitions. We work in the high field limit
j

where m and m are good quantum numbers. The physical process
I J

leading to an anisotropy A depends only on the m_ value. There-
J

fore m transitions are not harmful because they only result

in a signal loss, however bad that may be.

Magnetic quantum numbers are always defined with respect

to the local field direction along the beam path. We only

consider the strong field case although weak fields may occur

at some places along the beam, for instance between the A

magnet and the C field (sse fig. 2.1). However, the only goal

is that a molecule has the same ro_ value during its passage

through the A, B and C magnets.

Majorana flops are caused by rapid field changes which a

molecule undergoes during its passage. For example, they occur

at sharp magnet edges. The observation of Majorana flops will

be discussed here for the parallel configuration la of section

2.5. In the absence of Majorana flops the collimator slit (D )

intersects nine partial beams when it is moved from one side to

;A
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the other (see e.g. fig. 2.1). If the flops occur each partial

beam signal is accompanied by satellite signals connected to

Am_=+1 or Am_=+1 flops. The position of slit D, for a Majorana

transition with Am ^0 is close to the original partial beam; a
J

Am 7*0 transition is observed about six times further off. Both

types of satellites were observed.The Am transitions were observed when the A, B and C

magnets still had sharp edges or when the C field was turned

off. The Am dO transitions were only observed in case the
J

direction of the C field artificially was made antiparallel

to the field in the Rabi magnets. However, under normal

working conditions satellites were totally absent, at least at

low velocities where the deflection strength of magnets II was

sufficient to resolve single m partial beams. This test is not

valid for Majorana flops which occur between the scattering

region and the A magnet. Here the field changes smoothly and

drops nowhere to zero. Because the field behaviour is smoother

than between the A magnet and C mag.iet and because in the

latter region no Majorana transitions occur, we assume the

total absence of those harmful flops. Another argument comes

from the fact that a proper anisotropy A was observed for

different m states selected. If transitions should occur,J
different m_ states would be accompanied by Majorana flops with

j

different probability.

Another difficult point could be brought up by a critical

reader. One could imagine that resonant transitions in the C

field region are accompanied by nearly resonant transitions

between other quantum states. To rule out this possibility we

have employed a purely deflection method with very fine slit

width, at low velocity. One single quantum state (m ,m} could
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be selected. The anisotropy A was found the same as in the

resonant transition case.

Perhaps it is worth mentioning that at one time we had

mounted an ionization gauge near the beam in the scattering

region. Promptly the anisotropies were measured too small by

a factor of two. Due to the disturbed homogeneity of the

Helmholtz field, the ionization gauge induced Majorana flops.

2.8 BEAM COLLIMATION

As evident from figure 2.1 the beam defining elements are

the effective source opening formed by nozzle and skimmer,

collimator slit D. and detector slit. For the values of the

detector slit we can choose between 30 and 100 ym while the

collimator slit can be varied continuously from 30 Mm upward.

The effective source diameter was determined using various combi-

nations of collimator and detector slits yielding (250 + 50)ym.

The uncertainty reflects the use of different skimmers and

nozzles.

During the present experiment we worked with 250 ym,

100 urn and 100 ym for the effective source diameter, width of

the collimator slit and width of the detector slit respectively.

Consequently, the minimum separation for the partial m beams

in the collimator plane must be about 200 ym, for the parallel

gradient configuration la (see section 2.5). This value is

mainly determined by the relatively large effective source

diameter. For a smaller separation state selection is not 100%

effective so that signal decrease is observed. This signal

decrease, however, is not accompanied by a mixing of m states.

The method using resonant transitions between states with equal

m values must give the same anisotropy A also if the partial
J
beams overlap.
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CHAPTER 3

CORRECTION ALGEBRA FOR THE MEASURED ANISOTROPY

3.1 INTRODUCTION.

In this chapter we discuss apparatus effects which result

in a correction factor C for the anisotropy A=CA

ly related to the measured intensities. If I ^ d

A is direct

) is the

unattenuated beam intensity for molecules in the m_=0 state,
j

with the Helmholtz field - our first choice for the quantiza-

tion axis - in the scattering region parallel (perpendicular)

to the primary beam direction and if I., and I, are the cor-

responding attenuated intensities, we defina*

A = 1 - aQ/CT1 =

1 x (3.1)

On the other hand the anisotropy A corresponds to

(3.2)

where aQ (cr,) stands for the total collision cross section if

the H molecules are in the m' = 0 (m'=l) state; the magnetic

quantum number ml is defined with respect to the direction of
j

the relative velocity of the colliding molecules, our second

choice for the quantization axis.

The factor C contains the influence of the incomplete

decoupling of the I and J angular momenta (section 3.2), the

distribution of relative velocities v , in the collisions
rel

producing the measured beam attenuation (section 3.3), thé

finite angular resolution of the apparatus (section 3.4) and

the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field over the scattering

volume (section 3.5).
The intensities I H and Ix"' are nearly equal. Small differ-<°> and I(°>
ences may arise from interference of the Helmholtz field with
the C field.
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We assume that all corrections can be factorized yielding

c = c .c .c .c-
BQ v y B

The four C factors on the right hand side correspond to the

corrections discussed in sections 3.2 through 3.5 respectively.

C and Cfi are shown to be very close to 1. Putting both equal
Y B _4
to unity introduces an error in A smaller than 10 , much
smaller than the uncertainty in the measured A value. The

values of C_ and C are about 1.09 + .02 and 1.05 + .05,
BQ v

respectively for all practical cases.

3.2 THE PURITY CORRECTION C_

Most of the measurements were performed using the flop-in

technique; only the K and E states (m =0) were involved. The
J

purity of the K state molecules is already 99,9% in a magnetic

field of 250 G, i.e. nearly all molecules are characterized
by m =0, m_=l. However, the E state molecules in the same

J I

magnetic field are in a m =0 m =0 state only for 91%; 9% have

m=+l, thus.J -
In order to discuss the influence of this mixture of m.

states we have to distinguish m', the magnetic quantum number
j

with respect to the relative velocity, from m, the quantum
j

number with respect to the external field. Corresponding quantum

numbers m and m| are left out of the discussion as they have

no observable influence on the cross section. If the direction
of the magnetic field B is chosen parallel to the primary

beam direction which coincides with the direction of v
rel

this

distinction is irrelevant. In case of B 1 v we employ

equation 1.4 and obtain the expressions of table 3.1. The
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subscript for the cross sections a~ and a. always stands for

ml.

state selection of state selection of

m_=0
j

m =+1
J —

oQ= - const. aQ= - const. (21n(I_L/I
(°))-ln(I|,/I(|<j))))

[a = - const. lndj^/I^ ) a = - const. In .(0)

Table 3.1

This table indicates how a and a can be derived from the

measured intensities I,, and I, if m =0 or m =+1 Ho molecules
II •*• J J — 2

are state selected.

Therefore the cleanest experiment would involve only the

m =0 state. We try to approach this case by selecting the K and

E state. For the E state a small admixture of m =+1 can not be
J —

avoided; in flop-in experiments we are bound to use this state.

As is evident from figure 2.1, the increase in beam intensity

in the flop-in case comes from the simultaneous measurement

of two states, K and E.
As was shown in (ZAN 76b) the purity correction C can beB

written as: 0

C_ = (3.3)
B0 2 fd-PwlI> + 2 + fd-P w l ) + P,,, - 1

El El

The value of f gives the fraction of molecules which pass

through the D slit, contribute to the flop-in signal and

belong to the K state; f=.50+.02 in most of our measurements.

P_.. and P_. are given in table 2.2 and reflect the purity of
£i|| EiJ.

the E state for the field strength as realized in the scattering

chamber with B//v - and B 1 v respectively; Pr e l r e l K In
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practical cases, P = 0.90+.02 and P =0.88+.02.

Normally thus, and eq. 3.3 yields:

3f ~ V 3 PE "
(3.4)

Here, P is defined as + P_,. ).
EU.

For f=.5 equation 3.4 simplifies to

1 + 3P.
E

(3.5)

In table 3.2 the values for C according to equation 3.3 and

3.5 are given together with uncertainty Ac due to the varia-

tion of occurring f and P values. This uncertainty results in

an error in the anisotropy A much smaller than the measuring

error. From eq. 3.5 one derives C =1 if P_=l. In practice we
B 0

work with eq. 3.5. Higher order corrections due to the corre-

lation between C and C are discussed in (ZAN 76b).
V BQ

• p —

PEll
P E l

50+.02

=.90+.

=.88+.

01

02

C
*o

(eq

1 .

. 3 .

087

3) (eq.3
0

0.017

. 3 ) C
*0

(eq.3.5)

1.090
in.

Table 3.2 Values for C under normal experimental conditions.
B0

3.3 THE VELOCITY-SPREAD CORRECTION C
v

The correction C arises from both the spread in the

primary beam velocity v. and the spread in the velocity of the

molecules in the scattering chamber (v?); the latter ones have
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a Maxwellian velocity distribution in all directions. The

primary beam has a fixed direction and a Av/v « 0.02, f.w.h.m.

Because v = v1 + v0 the velocity spread implicates arel
change of direction v and a change in magnitude |vv | Both

changes influence the anisotropy A, the first according to eq.

1.4 where the angle between v and B is involved, the second

because an and a. depend on Iv .I .
0 1 e ' rel1

In (ZAN 73) this correction is discussed for three levels

of sophistication. Most accurate is the following expression:

ln<exp -nL [/ dz
2 2 ) }]

A = 1 -

ln<exp -nL [/ dz

(3.6)

In eq. 3.6, nL stands for the density of scattering partners

times the scattering length,
?

represents the most probable

velocity of the scattering partner; P(z) is the distribution

function of the relative velocities v ,= |v
rel rell

F(z) [exp(- - exp(-

2mVl
(3.7)

Finally,< >v. stands for the averaging over the primary

beam velocity v

A less accurate level of sophistication is reached assuming

that v,/vo > 3 and that the cross sections a, and on can be1 2m 1 0
approximated by o. = a. + b..v

i l i
..v .
i rej.

for the range of relevant

v values. For v. a fixed value is taken; the most probable

velocity. Test calculations have shown that this is permitted

for our experiment. Thus one finds;

vi;

• 4 '

I
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A =e

Aa(vp)

[1 + 1/2

3/2

(3.8)

with vF - (v
2 2v2

m)
ls

Normally the fourth order terms in v_ /v. can be neglected;

Ao(v ) 2

-_L_ = a(v_) = C A = (1 + 3/2 (v_ /v, ) ) A
cr. (v ) F v e 2m' 1 e

(3.9)

Nearly all measurements were corrected with help of equation

(3.9). In the transition and high velocity range, the cross

sections a. are nearly velocity independent and v./v_ >3. The

glory measurements for Xe and Kr would require equation 3.6 on

a first glance, because of the complicated velocity dependence

|) H /v2 assumes suchof a.(|v .|) and a (|v | ) . However,

high values that the whole correction becomes negligible, i.e.

C =1 within the experimental error.

3.4 THE ANGULAR RESOLUTION CORRECTION C

We shall show that the influence of the angular resolution

correction C is negligible for the anisotropy measurements.

This is due to the use of extremely well collimated beams, to

the long state selectors and to the favourable kinematics in

the case of H. scattering (the laboratory system coincides

practically with the center of mass system). If fl represents

the solid angle within which scattering is not detected as

such, we have

A = (3.10)
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Thus

/ (da. - da.)
(3.11)

The behaviour of the differential cross section for different

m statas has been calculated by Jacobs (JAC 77). The results

for H -Kr at 2600 m/s are given in table 3.3

d c ri /sterad)

1.996

1.622

.874

a (A2

X

X

X

)

10

104

104

1

1

.947

.585

.859

V A

X

X

X

2)

10

10

10

4

159.3 157.1

Table 3.3 Values of the differential cross section in nearly

ird directioi

= 2600 m/s.

forward direction with m'=1,0 for H -Kr at
J 2

rel
-7From table 3.3 and the estimated ŒRJ4 X 10 sterad it follows

that the first factor at the right side of equation 3.11

equals about (1-9x10 ) and the second factor about (1+5x10~ ).

Consequently, we shall put C =1 in the following.

3.5 THE HOMOGENEITY CORRECTION C
B

We precisely determined the magnetic field over the

scattering chamber. With the field along the primary beam

direction (about 250 G) we found a perpendicular component

smaller than 5 G, caused by the neighbouring Rabi magnets.
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Consequently, we have to take into account a misalignment of

about 4°. The maximum misalignment for the coils themselves is

estimated to be also 4 .
o o

In eq. 1.5 we use misalignment angles ABi = 8̂  - 90 w 4
and AB,, « 8° at maximum. Expanding eq. 1.5 we can write

(3.12)C. = 1 + (AB,,)2 + (A3,)2

B H 1

It is evident that for all practical purposes we may put

C = 1 .
B

M
•S?
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

4.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A general description of the machine has been given in

chapter 1 already. The contenr. of chapter 2 was formed by the

state selection elements. Here we shall touch upon two tech-

nical items, the Penning detector and the scattering chamber.

We have mounted twice an expensive universal detector

with mass filter on the machine. For the H_ mass detection,

due to the large rest gas background, these intricate in-

struments turned out to be inferior to our original cheep UHV

penning gauge (MOE 74). This gauge operates most stably at
-9

pressures of about 5x10 Torr.

Most "visitors" are astonished about the position of the

scattering chamber between the source and the state selector

(see figure 1.2). Besides historical reasons this arrangement

minimizes the influx of noble gas molecules from the scatter-

ing chamber into the UHV section pumped by two 50 1/s ion

getter pumps. Both positions between source and state selec-

tor and between state selector and detector are equivalent as

long as Am, transitions in nearly forward direction can be
j

neglected. Close coupling calculations performed by Jacobs

justify this assumption (JAC 77).

The temperature of the scattering chamber, mounted on a

Leybold Klipping Verdampfercryostat (VMK500), can be regulated

between 2 and 300 K.

The pressure of the scattering gas is monitored ,by two
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ionisation gauges, one baffled and mounted practically in the

scattering chamber and one at the end of a tube connecting

the scattering chamber to the inlet system. Actual measure-

ments were taken only when the pressure signal had become

constant after filling or emptying the scattering volume (this

takes about 10 s). Knowledge of the density of the scattering

molecules is not necessary for the determination of the aniso-

tropy A. Normally the pressure was regulated such that the

primary beam was attenuated by about a factor of 3.

The set up was checked by repeating Helbing's deter-

mination of the total collision cross section for unselected

beams (a). For H--Xe we reproduced the N=l glory properly at

the right velocity.

For the scattering partners CCI. and C(CH ) we had to

switch off the filament during the actual measurements because

fragmentation resulted in spuriously large total collision

cross sections and unreliable anisotropies A.

The triplet of numbers (x,y,z) determines the specifi-

cation of the beam signal S(x,y,z), with x,y,z=0 or 1. The

beam is (not) blocked by the beam stop for x=0(l). For y=0(l)

the beam is unattenuated (attenuated), for z=0(l) the magnetic

guiding field is parallel (perpendicular) to the H beam velo-

city. In accordance with section 3.1 this yields:

= 3(1,0,0) - S(0,0,0)

= S(l,l,0) - S(0,l,0)

0,l) - S(0,0,l)

From the measured signals S(x,y/z) the anisotropy A is cal-

culated according to eq. 3.1. Due to the low S/N ratio we need
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an effective averaging procedure to handle many (about 200)

consecutive equivalent measurements of A . We adopted the data

handling as already described by Moerkerken (MOE 74), the

machine is commanded by a PDP-11 computer to perform all these

consecutive measurements, normally during night time.

The result is an averaged anisotropy Ã and its quadratic
2

error (AA) . In the next five equations the procedure is

summarized.

C. ZwA
A = CA =

e (4.1)

(AA/Ã)2 = (AC/C)2 + (AAe/Ae)
2 (4.2)

E { W
2 ( Ã - A ) 2 }
§

Ew
(4.3)

The sTanmation in Ã and (AA ) runs over all independent deter-

minations of A . The weight of each measurement is given by

where

.2 , 2. 2 . J2. , 2,
-1

w =
S,T In*Su (ASĵ )*" + Sj- ln'Sj^ (As(| )

S., S, In S,
(4.4)

S - (I /I(O)) S =
SH ~ ( II / x II } ' s i

(AS,. ) = whatever is larger

(O)

(Si, - Si, )
/ v"ll

U(S,i -

(4.5)

S,,)'
2 .

and (AS,) is defined analogously.

In the summation those measurements are dropped for which one

of the S(x,y,z) deviates more than three times the standard
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deviation in S(x,y,z). This number of drop outs normally does

not exceed 10%.

To get rid of slow drift the complete procedure

(eq. 4.1-4.3) is repeated, but now the weights (eq. 4.4) are

determined for each 10 consecutive measurements of A , re-
e

suiting in an about 20% smaller error AA.

To illustrate the need for the averaging procedure, we

give the following estimate; with S/N=160 for the state

selected beam, achieved under optimum conditions with 1 s time

constant, we obtained an A value with AA ca 5x10 by measuring

all signals S(x,y,z) once, during 40 s. One has to keep in

mind that we deal with A « 0.01 normally. After 12 hours we

had performed 120 independent A determinations with
AA P» 5x10-4

4.2 RESULTS AND ERRORS

In table 4.1 and 4.2 results of the anisotropies are

given for the H^-noble gas systems. The first column shows the

most probable H_ velocity v. as measured with the velocity

selector. The uncertainty has been discussed in section 2.4.

Some results with nearly the same v. were taken together; the

uncertainty in the velocity was enlarged correspondingly.

For each system v* = hv ,/eR is given, with v . = v_•* rel e -a » r ei F

defined in section 3.3. For eR we used the values shown in the
e

table. The introduction of v* eliminates the system dependence

of the glory phenomena in a for a large part. This reduction

works also for the anisotropy A astonishingly well, see

figure 4.1.
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The displayed anlsotropies come from measurements per-

formed in arbitrary sequence during four years. Each entry

represents a weighted average of observations on different

days (nights actually). The error corresponds to one standard

deviation, calculated as discussed in section 4.1.

In figure 4.1 the glory region, the transition region

and the repulsive region are indicated. By the v* reduction,

the characteristic features (extrema and zero crossing) occur

at about the same v* value.

It is remarkable that also the height of the extrema

turns out to be approximately the same. The values of eR

were chosen from our fits discussed in chapter 6.
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H2- xe

Vj (m/s) ,

794

804

850

925

982

1096

1257

1330

1480

1620
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2520

2380

UR e
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25

25
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35
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40
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60

60

70

80

100

100

= 4

V*

,179

181

.191

206

217

241

277

293

325

355

382

425

549

628

.836xlO~14

ÃxlO+3

-2.1

-4.8

-12.5

-15.8

-19.1

-15.7

-7.3

-2.8

- .2

1.1

5.6

8.4

14.4

13.5

ergA)

AAxlO*3

1.1

1.1

1.6

.9

1.5

.7

.7

.9

.5

.7

.5

.9

.6

.7

H2-Kr

v^m/s)

800

849

916

980

1183

1330

1490

1620

1740

1955

2500

2880

(eR =
e

Av^n,

25

25

25

40

35

60

60

60

70

80

80

60

3.979X10"*14 ergA)

/s) v*

.216

.231

.246

.262

.318

.355

.399

.433

.464

.521

.660

.763

ÃxlO+3

-13.9

-10.5

-11.1

- 8.5

- 1.0

4.5

6.5

7.4

9.4

11.4

12.4

11.0

AAxlO+3

.9

1.0

.8

.4

.6

.8

.6

.6

.6

.8

.5

.4

-14H,-Ar (eR =3.373x10 ergA)

Av1(m/s) v* ÃxlO+3 MxlO + 3

H -Ne (ER = 1.684xlO"14 ergA)

AVj(m/s) v* ÃxlO+3 AAxlO+ 3

801

849

982

1183

1330

1490

1775

1955

2270

2520

2880

3930

25

25

30

40

60

60

70

80

90

100

100

120

.263

.278

.317

.378

.424

.472

.563

.616

.713

.791

.903

1.229

-3.3

-1.4

2.6

5.1

8.7

11.0

10.9

12.0

13.1

9.8

10.4

9.3

1

1

1

1

1

.9

.6

.9

.8

.7

.3

.4

.8

.1

.7

.3

.7

794

1183

1330

1620

1940

2360

2800

15

40

50

60

80

90

100

1

1

1

1

.513

.751

.864

.039

.236

.496

.765

4.6

6.9

9.1

11.4

10.2

11.6

9.6

1.2 -

•6 :

.4 ' ;/

.6 I
V"

• . 8 '••'•

1.0 .;

TABLE 4.1 Results for the anisotropy measurements and their uncertainties.
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-14
H -He (eR • .831x10 ergA) H,-H2 (eR = 1.8036x10

-14

1183

1490

1940

2360

2800

AVj (ID/S)

40

130

80

90

100

V *

1.613

1.941

2.512

3.033

3.591

ÃxlO+3

11.1

12.8

10.9

10.6

10.7

ûftxlO+3

2 . 3

.6

.6

.6

.7

Vu,/*)

1183

1620

1940

2360

AVj(m/s

40

60

80

90

3)

1

1

1

V *

.789

.006

.181

.421

ÃxlO-3

14.0

12.3

10.9

12.5

AAxlO*3

1.0

2.0

. 9

1.4

TABLE 4.2 Results for the anisotropy of the systems H -He and H.-H..
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Pig. 4.1 Anisotropy results of the H2~inert gas systems

versus the reduced velocity, v* = ftv ,/eR .
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CHAPTER 5

METHOD OF CALCULATION

5.1 POTENTIAL MODELS

Our experimental results contain mainly information about

the anisotropic part of the potential (AIP). For their inter-

pretation the isotropic part of the potential (IIP) is taken

from other independent investigations.

If complete potentials (AIP & IIP) were available, we

have performed a test to see whether they describe our measure-

ments or not. In other cases, and also when the test was

unsatisfactory, we adopted a fitting procedure (see table 5.1),

starting from a given IIP. In this fitting procedure, at most

two rather independent parameters of the AIP could be deter-

mined.

We mainly employed three different types of potentials;

the simplest one is the Lennard-Jones m-6 (LJ (m,6)), which for

the systems of interest here was. used by Helbing, Le Roy,

Bickes, Dondi, Butz and Foster. For the IIP we write:

{e/(m-6)}{6 - m (R /R)b} (5.1)

and for the AIP

{e/(m-6)}{6qm (5.2)

where the AIP parameters which we can determine independently

are related to a and qfi in the following manner

••-.s-
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Aipl = and Aip2 = mq /6 - q_

In eq. 5.1 and 5.2, e and R represent the depth and the
6

position of the isotropic potential minimum. The values for

m are chosen normally between 12 and 15. We define e? and R
_

as the depth and position of the minimum in V-. The parameters

Aipl and Aip2 are related to these quantities by:

(Aipl) (5.3)

= Aip2. - Aipl)(Aipl)6/(m"6)> (5.4)

Thus, Aipl determines the relative position of the minimum in

V2, whereas Aip2 is connected to the relative depth. For the

values of Aipl occurring in practice the second factor on the

right side in eq. 5.4 renders e?/e rather insensitive to a

variation of Aipl values.

About all measurements which yield potential parameters

are concerned with the behaviour of the intermolecular poten-

tial (IP) around the minimum, being rather insensitive to the

long range part. Therefore, the R dependence in eq. 5.1 and

5.2 does not need to reproduce the theoretical long range

behaviour. For this reason the flexible Buckingham-Corner (BC)

potential was introduced,

V_ = A. exp(-3nR) -
,8

D(R) (5.5)

A- exp(-3-R) - (qoCQ/R
8 D(R) (5.6)

where D(R)
exp{-a(bR /R - 1) } for R < bR

for R > bR
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The function D(R) cuts off the attractive long range terms at

small distances. The values of a,b and c are considered not

essential and are normally chosen as 4,1 and 3 (LER 77), or

1,1.25 and 1.9 (HEP 75) respectively.

Equation 5.5 contains four independent parameters, of which

Cc is fixed at a theoretical value (e.g. LAN 71). Equation 5.6,b
also contains four independent parameters but here qc is

b

fixed to the theoretical value (e.g. VIC 70 or LAN 71). The

depth e and the position R of the well can be found from the

Vfl parameters. As we can fit only two AIP-parameters, we

normally take for 3~ the isotropic 3n value; this was done

following Le Roy (LER 77). In practice we have chosen e_ and

R _ as fit parameters.

Another still more flexible potential is the Morse-spline-
van der Waals type (MSV) potential,

V0 Í
e{exp [2g(l - R/R ) ] - 2 exp[g(l - R/R ) ]} R < R

1

-C 8 /R 8 - R >

(5.7)

V 2 = {
c t e { e x p [ 2 B ( l - R/R ) ] - 2 y e x p [ e ( l - R/R ) ] } R < R.

DK e e l

R> R.

(5.8)

Between R. and R? the curves are matched using a cubic spline

function (see SHA 73).

The four constants appearing in this cubic function are deter-

mined by matching V. and its derivative at R. and R-, where

R1 is normally chosen equal to R and R_ w 1.2R.. Here e and

R describe again the depth and position of the isotropic
6

M

, Si

il
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FIT TEST

H2-X.e Aipl and Aip2 for LJ (13&12,6)

with HEL 68 and LER 74

R „ and z for BC with LER 77

H -Kr Aipl and Aip2 for LJ (12,6)

with HEL 68 and LER 74

R „ and e_ for BC with LER 77
e2 2.

H2-Ar Aipl and Aip2 for LJ (12,6)

with HEL 68 and LER 74

R „ and e~ for BC with LER 77e2 2

H -Ne Aip2, q and q_ for LJ (12&15,6)

with HEL 68, BUT 71, LER 74 and

BIC 75

LJ (13,6) of LER 74

BC of LER 77

LJ (12,6) of LER 74

BC of LER 77

LJ (12,6) of LER 74

BC of LER 77

LJ (12,6) of FOS 72

(exp-v.d.Waals) type

of RIE 73

H2

H2

"H2

-He

Aip2 and

with BUT 71

q12 for LJ

AMD 65

for LJ (12

and DON 72

(12,6) with

,6) (exp-v,
Of ALL

.d.Waels)

67, MON

and ETT 75

MSV of

Í12.6)

SHA 73,

type

74

LJ

of FOS 72.

ab initio of GEU 75

and HAR 76, (exp.v.d.

Waals) of RIE 73

TABLE 5.1

Survey of the results and used potentials. In the coxumn "FIT"

the anisotropic potential parameters are indicated which we

were able to determine, together with the reference for the

used isotropic potential. The column "TEST" shows the poten-

tials (AIP&IIP), available in the literature, for which we

calculated the anisotropy A.

ci
•1

~4
'•if
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potential minimum.

Usually, the theoretical values are taken for the long

range parameters (SHA 73). In eq. 5.7 two of the five and in

eq. 5.8 two of the four free parameters are of long range

nature.

In the fits we exclusively used the LJ (m,6) and BC

potentials, because these contain just as many free parameters

as we could determine from the measurements (Aipl, Aip2 for

the LJ potential and R
9

for the BC potential). We are

aware that the LJ model is a rather poor one with respect to

flexibility and thus inferior to the BC potential. Neverthe-

less, from both models we derive very similar conclusions.

Some of the potentials which we used for the test calcu-

lations cannot be assigned to one of the mentioned models

because the repulsive exponential behaviour is described by a

somewhat different function. In table 5.1 they are indicated

as (exp.-v.d. Waals) types.

Finally, we took ab initio results for H_-He to compare

with our measurements. In case of the Geurts potential we used

soft cut-off functions to join the analytical short range to

the long range description (see section 6.7).

5.2 GENERAL FEATURES OF THE CALCULATION METHOD AND TESTS

Our principal calculation method is the distorted wave

approximation (DWA); for the anisotropy A, it yields (REU 69)

24 Try r 4TT T ._, ,. . 2 .-1
r v 1+1 rl(21+l) . _ -11

5h k k

- 3(1+2) sin(n1
-11+2

(5.9)
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Here, k stands for the wave number, y for the reduced mass, 1

for the quantum number of the orbital angular momentum and

n. for its related phase shift. With u (kR) for the solution

of the uncoupled radial Schrõdinger equation,

{d2/dR2 - 1(1+1)/R2 - 2yV
-II1

V_ is defined as

/h2 + k2}u (kR) = 0, the quantity

' = J u^kR) V2(R) u ^
o

dR (5.10)

The strength of eq. 5.9 and 5.10 lies in the fact that the

anisotropy parameters (which are contained linearly in V?) x3o

not influence the integration. For instance for a LJ (m,6)

potential V_ can be written as

6eq_R
Ta

m-6
7 u
o

dR/R™
meq R

§-2
m-6

7 U. (kR) u. , (kR) dR/R°
1 1o

(5.11)

where u^(kR) is independent of q_ and q . The wavefunctions

u.(kR) were derived by nui irical quadrature following the

Numerov method (DES 61). From their long range behaviour the

values of n. were obtained.

Whether or not DWA is an allowed approximation depends on

the chosen values of q and q and was tested by close coupling

(cc) calculations (REU 69 and JAC 77). For qfi and q param-

eters in the range 0.0-0,3 both procedures give the same result

within our experimental uncertainty.

For H.-He with its especially high anisotropy (q1?=,38,

qg=.19 FOS 72) we have performed cc calculations ourselves

with the following result: A(DWA) = KA(cc) with K ranging from

1.03 at 800 m/s to 1.06 at 2200 m/s. The experimental uncer-

tainty is more than twice the error introduced by the DWA.

In DWA rotational excitation is neglected being quadratic

?
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in the q . parameters. The threshold for rotational excita-

tion (J=l •+ 3) can be found in tabla 5.2.

H2-Xe H2-Kr H2-Ar H2-Ne H2-He

v

v

thresh

(m/s)

orbit

(m/s)

2699

510

2710

647

2745

655

2809 3788 3281

11 11 10

Table 5.2

Calculated threshold velocities for the J=l -> 3 transition

and the highest experimentally measured orbiting resonances

(TOE 76) with its related 1 value.

The rotational threshold is calculated for a rotational

constant B= 60.8 cm" (HER 50).

Although maximum relative velocities went up to 4000 m/s, we

never detected any peculiarities in A caused by rotational

excitation. A cc-calculation confirmed this finding (JAC 76):

Using the optimum anisotropic potential for H--Kr (see
^ _3

section 6.3) at 4000 m/s an anisotropy A = 9.84x10 was

derived when rotational excitation (J=l •*• 3) and reorientation

processes -j^m.. were included. Considering only elastic
-3processes we found A = 9.66x10

As discussed already in section 2.2 we were not able to

produce intense H_ beams with v, < 800 m/s. From table 5.2 it

is evident that the orbiting phenomena occur at lower veloci-

ties. Any case, these resonances are very elusive, as very
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high velocity resolution is needed for their detection (TOE

76).

The DWA calculations become tedious at high velocities

because many partial waves have to be taken into account. At

1000, 2000 and 4000 m/s we calculated 30, 60 and 100 partial
-4waves respectively. An error in A < 10

Regarding the cut-off values R
max

was obtained, thus,

at large intermolecular

distances where we can stop the integration of the Schrõdinger

equation we used R « 80/v . (R in Â , v . in m/s) .
^ max rel max ' rel

This relation can be derived from Heisenberg's uncertainty

principle ApAR > h . Assuming a pure -CL./R long range attrac-

tion it follows Ap=6C/_/R v . and thus R ^v , .
6 rel max rel

The cut-off at low intermolecular distances corresponds
to the starting point of the integration R . , where we put

Toxn
the wavefunction u, equal to zero. We used values for R .

1 ^ - m m

between 1.5 A and 1.7 Â, the larger ones for high l's, to avoid

overflow.

The step size of the integration was varied with velocity.

We have worked with about A/60 between R . and R , with about
min e

A/30 between R and 2R and with about A/15 between 2R ande e eR , where A stands for the de Broglie wavelength A =h/uv ,.max * y rel
5.3 TRENDS AND PROPERTIES OF NUMERICAL RESULTS

In figure 5.1 three velocity ranges are indicated. In each

range the total collision cross section and the anisotropy show

a characteristic behaviour. On the left the glories are shown

for hv/eR < 0.4. The position of the glories are mainly deter-

mined by the product eR . From here follows our successful

scaling in section 4.2. For the anisotropy, a crossing with the
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O [arb. un.]

1.0

.3

AxlO3

REPULSION

9q12/220

1.00 2.00 4.00

TRANSITION

a = . 2 5 ( q l 2 - 1 . 5 q 6 )

b= . i ( 2 q B - q1 2)

REPULSIVE

.25q 6 (Aip1-1.5)

.1 Aíp 2

Fig. 5.1 General behaviour of the anisotropy A in compari-

son with the total collision cross section 5.
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dashed line occurs whenever an extremura is found in the product
2/5

of v ' with the total collision cross section. Por Ho systemsrel l
one can only detect the N=l glory.

For hv/eR > 2 the behaviour is determined mainly by the
e

repulsive part of the potential. The value of A becomes

constant and nearly independent of qr (see Ho-He in figure 4.1),

In between the transition region is located which is

known to be rather insensitive to the precise form of the

isotropic potential. The anisotropy shows a flat extremum.

The following discussion is based on the LJ (12,6)

potential. However, nearly all conclusions can be translated

into BC parameters by virtue of eq. 5.3 and 5.4.

In the high velocity range the positive A = 9q _/220 is

obtained from Born approximation assuming a small anisotropy

where a corre-AIP (STO 72). The anisotropy A measures a -

sponds to m'. = l with a preferential orientation" of the EL axis

pointing to the scattering partner at the moment of nearest

approach (see fig. 1.1). For pure repulsive forces A must

therefore be positive.

For pure attractive forces at low velocities (the dashed

line in fig. 5.1) a similar reasoning holds. Born approximation

yields A = 3qfi/50.

The glory amplitude in A is caused by a balance between

attractive and repulsive anisotropic forces, represented by

Aipl (section 5.1). Its origin comes from partial waves which

sneek through the potential without deflection i.e. from

impact parameters b ft* 1.1R . For this glory trajectory, mainly

the change of the phase shift due to V? is of influence on A.

The extra phase shift is composed of two very large and nearly

cancelling contributions; one stems from and is proportional

to the q term, the other to the g term. Consequently only
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the ratio Çr /qfi = Aipl sensitively enters the fitting procedure

in the glory region.

In the A measurements one subtracts two total collision

cross sections (a and an) with slightly horizontally shifted

glory extrema. Therefore extrema in the glory behaviour of A

correspond to points of maximum derivative in 5. The amplitude

a is roughly equal to 0.25qc.(Aipl-1.5).
o

From the fact that a has a large derivative it follows

that the A value must have an extremum in the transition region.

If a maximum is observed the effective eR must be larger for

the linear i-orientation la.) than for the perpendicular

T-orientation (on), at the moment of nearest approach. For a

LJ (12,6) potential this eR -difference is determined by Aip2

or more exactly by llq-/6 - 5q,_/6. If Aip2 is larger than

zero a maximum occurs, otherwise a minimum.

For LJ (m,6), DWA yields (eqs. 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11)

V5

where

o = ^ J (21+1) sin T^

and

n
24 IT M
2 3

(5.12)

(5.13)

_n
c ER
n e

1+1
21-1

sin2T)

- 3(1+2) ux(kR) u1+2(kR)dR/R
n}J (5.14)

with

c = —•=- for n=m and c = y for ,n=6
n m-6 n m-6

The function a can be calculated from only the isotropic poten-

tial parameters.
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100

-100

-200

GLORY TRANSITION REPULSIVE

500 1000 2000 4000 10.000 V[m/s]

Fig. 5.2 Results of a DWA calculation for H--Xe using the IIP

of Helbing (HEL 68). The zero crossings of ac occur
b

left of those for a , due the nearly velocity inde-

pendent long range contribution. The right part of

the curves are estimated. In principle, the zero

crossings at the beginning of the repulsive region

are appropriate to determine qfi and q.„ independently

(see section 6.5).
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In figure 5.2 <Jr and a.n are depicted for a potential

suitable to describe H0-Xe (HEL 68). The values for a and
2 2

or range from - 100 Â to 70 Â . The factors q_ and q.n cannotb b \Z
bring the individual contributions down to about 1% of 5

2

(«250 A ) as typically observed in our experiment. Consequent-

ly, QrGc

Again, the three qualitatively different regions can be

distinguished; the glory, the transition and the repulsive

region. In the glory region steep zero crossings of cr and a

occur, at slightly different velocity values due to the fact
that the a curve is slightly shifted upwards as a consequence

b

of the constant long range contribution (see fig. 5.1). In the

transition region we have found that the relative values
ar/a are rather insensitive to the choice of the e and R
6 e

<L_0 must approximately cancel each other.

values {ar/a =0.2 and tf.-b 1Z
= 0.1).

In the repulsive region, there occurs an additional zero

crossing, (again at slightly different velocities for a and

a.„) which, however, does not show up in the anisotropy A for

realistic values of qfi and q . Here afi becomes much smaller

than a „. The dashed lines at the right side of the figures

are not calculated actually but drawn in accordance with our

experience for the systems H_-Ne and H^-He.

5.4 THE R-DEPENDENCE OF THE ANIS.OTROPY

Before comparing the results for the AIP, it is necessary

to know at what intermolecular distances the various measure-

ments probe the AIP. Unfortunately this knowledge is poor for

the AIP1s available in literature. We tried successfully to
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define sensitive ranges for the presently investigated systems.

From eq. 5.9 it looks attractive to use the contributions

of the partial waves separately and to employ the relation

l=kR; R corresponds to the distance at nearest approach i.e.

approximately to the impact parameter b. This procedure works

satisfactorily for H.-He. V-(R) is represented numerically by

separate discrete values and the intermediate values are found

by interpolation using spline functions. This allows for in-

dependent variation of V3 at fixed but arbitrary values. We

found indeed that variation for certain R values results in

different contributions to a for 1 values given by l=kR (ZAN

76a).

However, for the heavy inert gases the procedure becomes

too complicated. We, therefore, followed a suggestion of Stolte

(see also IAN 74) and investigated the influence of a variable

cut-off R applied to Vo(R) (V0=Vo(R) if R<R ; V =0 if R>R ).
C c £. 2. C i ~ C

In this way the anisotropy can be derived as it is built up

from contributions from different R values.

For H?-He this procedure leads to very clear answers (see

fig. 5.3). For the calculation we adopted the IP of Riehl et

al. (RIE 73). At v=1000 m/s the anisotropy A is related to the

V. function between 2.8 and 5 Â (see also ZAN 76a) i.e.
.75R < R < 1.3R .e «v 'y* e

In figure 5.4 similar results are given for H_-Xe at two

velocities; the dashed lines correspond to a velocity v=1000

m/s where the glory extremum occurs, the full curves correspond

to v=1775 m/s where a fa 0 and ac mainly contains the long
m o

range contribution. The long range contribution arises from

1.3R < R < 2R ; the glory contribution from R < R < 1.3R ,

very near to R , thus.

i
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Vo [lO-uerg]

1Q Rc[&]

Fig. 5.3 This figure shows from which intermolecular dis-

tances the anisotropy A for H2~He originates. The

calculation is performed using the potential of

Riehl (RIE 73) at v=1000 m/s; 0=57 A2. The VQ part

of the Riehl potential is also displayed.

The long range contribution to Aa, La , yields àa /qJj = 0.14
ng ng 6

+ .01 for 850 < v < 1800 m/s, a value significantly different
—6

from 3/50 fourid in Born approximation for a pure R potential.

The explanation comes from the fact that for the range of R

values where the non-glory part of A is sensitive to V,, a
—6

pure R dependence forms a bad description.

In fig. 5.5 the results for the system H2-Ne are depicted
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at 1000 m/s. This syscem shows no glory phenomena. The long

range contribution, too, is rather small because the experi-

ments were performed in the transition region. The main con-

tributions to A come from 3.3 A < R < 4.1 A or 1.0R < R < 1.3R
- - e - - e

100 •

V0[l0-«erg]
0.0

o -

-100

•

H7-

«s

Xe

1//"/
i

J 0,3

\
\
\
\

. \y

i—R

0,3

o6
s* —

O6 ^
/

/

-0.5

-1.0

fi

10

Fig. 5.4 cr (a ) curves versus the cut-off distances R for

H2~Xe. The calculation is performed for the IIP of

LER 74. The full curves display the result for
_ o

v=1775 m/s, cr=290 A ; the dashed curves for

v=1000 m/s, ã=251 Â . The upper part shows the mi-

nimum in the used V .
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10

Fig. 5.5 o-{a..) curves versus the cut-off distance R for
6 15 , c

H.-Ne. The calculation is performed for the IIP of
* 2

LER 74 at v=1000 m/s, o=12Q A . m the upper part

the minimum in V is displayed.
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CHAPTER 6

RESULTS POR THE ANISOTROPY PARAMETERS AND DISCUSSION

6.1 DEFINITION OF THE DIMENSIONLESS STANDARD DEVIATION

The definition of the dimensionless standard deviation

(DSD) is

DSD = min {rrVN-l

with - 1 < f. < 1

N
A(v.+f.Av ) - A(v

Î * i (6.1)

Here A(v.) is defined in eq. 4.1 and stands lor the values

given in table 4.1 and 4.2; AA(v.) is the uncertainty in Ã(v.)

defined in eq. 4.2. The v and Av. values represent the velo-

city and its uncertainty at which the measurements are

performed.A(v.) corresponds to the calculated anisotropy, de-

fined in eq. 5.9. The parameter f. takes into account the un-

certainty in the velocity determination; f =0 corresponds with

a conventional definition of DSD. A value for DSD < 1 means

that experimental and theoretical anisotropy lie within one

standard deviation AA, on the average. The contribution to DSD

from measurement i equals zero if the experimental A equals

the theoretical A for a f.-value with jf. < 1. In the calcu-

lation of a DSD for a given set of AIP-parameters, the f.-

values were chosen such that a minimum in DSD was obtained.

The optimum set of AIP-parameters was derived from the lowest

DSD-value obtained during the variation of the AlP-paramëiërs.

The aniaotropy parameters Aip and their uncertainties

AAip were obtained by the following fit procedure. A change of

Aip2 causes a change 6A of the calculated anisotropy in the

transition region. In this region the calculated anisotropy
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is approximately velocity independent. If the measured anisotro-

pies Ã also displays this constant behaviour within the uncer-

tainty AA, we put 6A equal to the averaged statistical uncer-

tainty AA and obtain in that way AAip2 belonging to an optimum

value Aip2. This holds for about 50% of our fits. Where scat-

tering of the measured points is important we put SA equal to

the standard deviation of the anisotropies at neighbouring

velocities, if this assumes a value larger than AA, i.e.

(<SA)2 = max {.(Ã(v.)-A(v )) 2, AA2}. Again, this SA leads to the

uncertainty AAip2.

Once the optimum value for Aip2 was determined from the

measurements in the transition region, we varied Aipl fixing Aip2

at its optimum value. In this way the optimum value for Aipl

was obtained. For the determination of the uncertainty in Aipl

we first followed a procedure analogous to the one for AAip2.

Afterwards we tested the procedure by fitting Aipl, with Aip2

fixed at its upper and lower bound, Aip2 + AAip2. This led to

two values for Aipl which fell within AAipl from the optimum

Aipi value, in general. If not, the AAipl value was increased

correspondingly.

With regard to the AIP-parameters e and R „ in the BC-

model, it turned out that a variation of z (R ?) causes mainly

a change of A in the transition region (glory region). Conse-

quently, the determination of e_, R „ and their uncertainties
2» e*.

is possible by and has been done following a procedure similar

to the one described for Aip2 and Aipl, respectively.

Concluding, one must consider our uncertainties as approx-

imately equal to one standard deviation.

If complete potentials (IP) containing the angle-depen-

dency were available, we performed a DWA calculation to see

whether they describe our experimental results. This we call
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a "test" procedure. If the test was unsatisfactory and also

if this IP was not available we determined the AIP-pararaeters

ourselves. This we call a "fit" procedure.

6.2 THE SYSTEM H -Xe

The system H -Xe is most informative because a full glory

minimum has been resolved in addition to measurements in the

transition region. This allows the determination of Aipl and

Aip2, rather independent of the isotropic part of the potential.

The first column in table 6.1 shows the variety of potentials

at hand.

LENNARD-JONES (m,6) POTENTIAL

VQ réf. e(10~14erg) R (A) m Aipl AAipl Aip2 AAip2 DSD

3.9 12 0.9* 0.1 0.13* 0.01 4.0

3.9 12 0.8* 0.1 0.13* 0.01 0.7

3.923 13 1.14 0.17 0.165 0.006 5.8

3.923 13 0.9* 0.1 0.15* 0.01 3.2

Helbing

Helb.+4%

Le Roy

Le Roy

HEL 68

•t

LER 74

If

1.19

1.24

1.333

1.333

y:.t
4

VQ ref. e(1014erg)

BUCKINGHAM-CORNER POTENTIAL

"14 DSD

Le Roy LER 77 1.300

Le Roy "

3.9344 3.980 0.078 0.1988 0.0046 3.0

3.95* 0.05 0.16* 0.01 1.0

Table 6.1 Results of the fit and test procedure for H_-Xe. The
values denoted by an asterisk indicate the present fits. The
uncertainties in the results of Le Roy correspond to a 95% con-
fidence limit, the uncertainty in our fits to one standard
deviation.

I
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The Helbing IIP is the oldest one and originates from measure-

ments of the total collision cross section including a large

glory maximum. Except for the state selection our measurements

are akin to those of Helbing. The velocity determination in

Helbing1s measurements was such that the final error in ER

amounts to 5%. We have taken the liberty to increase e by 4%

in order to obtain optimum agreement with our results.

Recent measurements on orbiting resonances at low velo-

cities for H2~
Xe' H 2 ~ K r an<^ H 2 ~ A r ^T0E 7i^ indicate that the

Helbing potential is not apt to describe the bound states,

whereas again the glory behaviour is fairly well reproduced.

On the other hand the Le Roy LJ-potential based upon IR ab-

sorption results of Welsh (MCK 71) describes the orbiting re-

sonances fairly well. In these measurements energy levels of

dimer states are probed. The older analysis (LER 74) was done

in the framework of the less flexible LJ potential model; the

long range values for q^ and Cr showed big differences with

theoretical values (VIC 70 and LAN 71). To remedy this short -

coming Le Roy (LER 77) employs in his new analysis a Buckingham-

Corner potential. Here, he has used the theoretical values for

the q,, and Cr parameters.
D D

The BC potential equally well describes the bound state pheno-

mena. We expect also an improvement for the description of the

glory behaviour of the total collision cross section; the

position of the calculated broad maximum (N=l) is closer to

where one expects it from Helbings results (see fig. 7.4).

As is indicated in table 6.1 we performed a test and a fit for

the LJ and the BC potential. The asterisks in table 6.1 indi-

cate resultj of a fit procedure. In fig. 6.1 the test results

are shown. In the transition region the LJ and BC curve of Le
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Roy do not differ much; the LJ being somewhat better.

The old LJ potential possesses a somewhat larger eR and,

consequently, t/ie corresponding A-curve exhibits its minimum

at too large a velocity. In the glory region another large

difference appears. The BC-test results in a more pronounced

minimum for A than the LJ-test, in accordance with the fact

that Le Roy's R 0/R ratio is smaller for the BC potential than
%Á e

for the LJ potential. Remember that the minimum depth in A is

determined by 0.25.q (Aipl - 1.5) with Aipl=(R 0/R ) m ~ 6 (see

fig. 5.1); from table 6.1 one finds AipK 1.5. As is shown in

fig. 6.2 we succeeded in determining Aip2 and Aipl rather in-

dependently. Two families of curves are obtained for the velo-

city dependence of A if Aipl is fixed and Aip2 is varied or

vice versa. One family converges at the high velocity side, the

other at the low velocity side. This shows that Aip2 can be

determined independently from Aipl in the transition region.

In the glory region Aipl mainly describes the amplitude of A.

In fig. 6.3 our fits are shown. The increase of eR by 4% with

respect to the Helbing value moves the theoretical minimum

exactly to its measured position. If the precise position of

the minimum is left out of consideration such that only its

amplitude is fitted, the resulting value for Aipl is rather in-

dependent of the isotropic potential (see table 6.1).

The value of Aip2 describes the height of a broad maximum

of A, at high velocities (see fig. 5.1). Because a change in

eR causes merely a horizontal shift in A, Aip2 can be deter-

mined rather independently from the IIP: Using eR from Helbing

and the value increased by 4%, we find an optimum Aip2=0.13, in

both cases.

A fit with Le Roy's BC potential is shown in Pig. 6.3, too.

fl

I
i
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A very small c^/e ratio (as compared to the BC test) is

needed to bring the calculated A values into agreement with

our results, in the transition region. The anisotropy in the

glory region remains almost unchanged under this variation

although a slight improvement is observed.

The fit of the anisotropy in the glory region is very

sensitive to the R /R ratio. Consequently, our measurements
e^ e

allow a very accurate determination of this ratio, and the

result is in good agreement with Le Roy's value.

AxlO3

-20

1000 3000 Vrtltm/s]

Fig. 6.1 Anisotropy results for H?-Xe compared to the cal-

culated curves using the IP's available in litera-

ture (tests).

j
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AxiO3

2000 3000 Vrei (m/s]

Fig. 6.2 Results of theoretical calculations and the experi-

ments for H -Xe. Two families of curves are depicted.

The first ( and curves) converges at the

right side and is the result of a DWA calculation

with a fixed value for Aip2 and three different

values for Aipl. The second (-.-.-.~ and

curves) converges at the left side and displays the

result of calculations with a fixed Aipl value and

three different Aip2 values. The eR value, employed

here, is the one from Le Roy (LER 74).

I
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AxiO3

Helbing
BC Le Roy
h jing +

U Le floy

-20

1000 3000 Vrellm/s]

Fig. 6.3 Anisotropy results for I^-Xe, compared to the optimum

curves obtained with the fitting procedure for the

AIP. The HP's are taken from literature.
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6.3 THE SYSTEM H -Kr

In table 6.2 the potentials are listed for which tests

and fits were performed. The eR value of Bickes gives a glory

minimum at an unreasonably high velocity and is therefore dis-

regarded for the fit procedure.

LENNARD-JONES (12,6) POTENTIAL

ref. e(10~ erg) R (A) Aipl AAipl Aip2 AAip2 DSD

Helbing

Le

Le

Roy

Roy

Bickes

\

Le

Le

'o

Roy

Roy

HEL

LER

LER

BIC

ref

LER

LER

68

74

74

75

•

77

77

1.

1.

1.

1.

09

206

206.

51

3.65

3.7014

3.7014

3.61

BUCKINGKAM-CORNER

e(10~14erg)

1.

1.

167

167

3

3

.7192

.7192

0.9*

1.38

1.1*

-

POTENTIAL

»e2<
Â>

3.860

3.85*

A

0

0

0.1

0.13

0.1

-

Re2<A

.052

.04

0.

0.

0.

-

)

0

0

10*

125

11*

.1758

.127*

0.01

0.006

0.01

-

0.0083

0.010

1.0

8.7

2.0

-

DSD

6.3

1.1

Table 6.2 Results of the fits and tests for H -Kr. The values

denoted by an asterisk indicate fits. The uncertain-

ties in the results of Le Roy correspond to a 95%

confidence limit, the uncertainties in our fit to

approximately one standard deviation.

:m
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In fig. 6.4 results are shown of a test for Le Roy's LJ

and BC potential. In the transition region both potentials

yield too high anisotropies. The shaded area shows the influ-

ence of a variation in the e? value within its uncertainty. At

low velocities we could not resolve a full glory minimum in A.

With respect to the experimental points the LJ potential gives

too high and the BC too low anisotropies. The agreement or its

absence is reflected from the DSD values in the table. The

fact that the glory minimum for the LJ potential is shifted to

higher velocities•is in agreement with the observation that its

isotropic part is somewhat deeper and wider than the BC poten-

tial well.

The fit procedure has the handicap that, on the right side

of the glory minimum a horizontal shift by a change in eR can

be compensated by a vertical shift due to a change in Aipl.

Accordingly, Aipl differs for the two isotropic LJ (12,6) po-

tentials of Le Roy and Helbing. The Aip2's coincide within

their errors. As is reflected by the DSD value in table 6.2

the Helbing fit is somewhat better. This is in agreement with

the recent results of Toennies (TOE 76); the glory behaviour

is better reproduced by the Helbing potential than by Le Roy's

one.

With regard to the BC potential it is clear from fig. 6.4

that a substantial decrease of the value for £„, from Le Roy's
-14 -14

0.1758 x 10 erg to 0.127 x 10 erg, brings about agreement

in the transition region between the measured and calculated

anisotropy A. Only a minor influence is observed in the glory

region; however, this slight change improves the fit so far

that a simultaneous adaption of the R „ parameter is almost

unnecessary in order to obtain the best fit.
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-10

2000 3000 Vrel[m/s]

Fig. 6.4 Anisotropy resuits for H?-Kr compared to calculated

curves testing the IP's available in literature

(LJ and BC of Le Roy). The shaded area shows the

influence of a variation of e_ within its uncertain-

ty for the BC potential of Le Roy. Our fit with this

potential is also shown.

•Ci
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Ax103

-20

2000 3000 Vrel[m/s]

Fig. 6.5 Anisotropy results for H -Kr compared to the optimum

curves obtained with the fitting procedure for the

AIP. The HP's are taken from literature.
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6.4 THE SYSTEM H "Ar

For the system H?-Ar the lack of measurements in the

glory region has the same consequences as in the case of H -Kr.

Accordingly, the fitted values for Aipl in table 6.3 show rather

large differences for the two LJ potentials used.

LENNARD-JONES (12,6) POTENTIAL

ref . e(10~ erg) R (A) Aipl AAipl Aip2 AAip2 DSD

Helbing HEL 68 1.01

Le Roy LER 74 1.037

Le Roy LER 74 1.037

Bickes BIC 75 1.259

3.34 1.15* 0.10 0.10* 0.01 0.9

3.557 1.52 0.18 0.095 0.010 3.5

3.557 1.35* 0.10 0.10* 0.01 1.1

3.44 -

BUCKINGHAM-CORNER POTENTIAL

ref. e(10"14erg) DSD

Le Roy

Le Roy
(HFD)
Le Roy

LER 77 1.010 3.5735 3.815 0.045 0.1470 0.0179 3.5

LER 77 1.007 3.5788 3.805 0.1450 3.1

LER 77 1.010 3.5735 3.72* 0.04 0.10* 0.01 1.0

Table 6.3 Results of the fits and tests for H -Ar. The values

denoted by an asterisk are determined from the

present measurements. The uncertainties in the

results of Le Roy correspond to a 95% confidence

limit, the uncertainties in our fits to approxi-

mately one standard deviation.
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Tests were performed for Le Roy's LJ and two BC poten-

tials, one of them (HFD) having a slightly different damping

function as normally used (see section 5.1). As is evident

from fig. 6.6 the LJ potential reproduces fairly well the

anisotropy in the transition region. In the glory region the

LJ and BC results approximately coincide but both give too

high anisotropies.

It was necessary to vary the R 9-value in fitting the BC

potential of Le Roy to force agreement in the glory region,

too. The fit using the Helbing potential leads to a different

Aipl value with about the same small DSD (see table 6.3 and

fig. 6.7).

The anisotropy measurements at high velocities show a

decreasing tendency with increasing velocity, possibly as con-

sequence of approaching the repulsive region (see fig. 5.1).

This feature is not reproduced by the test with Le Roy's BC

potentials. The observed trend does not progress far enough,

however, to really contain independent information about the

AIP.

The fit with Le Roy's BC potential again leads to a

substantially smaller e?/e ratio than proposed by Le Roy.

Here, the new R /R value from our fit is also significantly

smaller (just outside the combined errors) than the value of

Le Roy. Possibly, a small change in the isotropic potential

could bring our BC fit results for R O/R nearer to the values

of Le Roy. The fact that our experimental range does not extend

far enough into the glory region introduces an arbitrariness

into the fit procedure.

l_
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1000 2000 3000 1000
Vrel [m/s]

Fig. 6.6 Anisotropy results for H^-Ar compared to the calcu-

lated curves using the IP's from Le Roy.

í
.'.à
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1000 2000 3000 1000
Vrel [m/s]

Pig. 6.7 Anisotropy results for H^-Ar compared to the

optimum curves obtained in the fitting procedure

for the AIP using HP's from Helbing and Le Roy.

The BC-fit coincides approximately with the LJ

Le Roy fit.
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6.5 THE SYSTEM H -Ne

Por this system the anisotropy is measured at such high

hv/eR that an independent determination of the q. and q

parameters becomes possible. In the measured velocity range

the value hv/eR varies between 0.7 and 2.0. In this range

the zero crossings of ae and a,_ occur which accompany the
D IZ

turn-over from the transition region to the repulsive region

(see fig. 5.2). At these zero crossings it is possible to

directly calculate q and q from eq. 5.12. This procedure is

dangerous if the measured anisotropy is not approximately

constant because the precise positions of the zero crossings

depend sensitively on the isotropic potential. In addition,

the experimental velocity determination .i.s accompanied by a

4% uncertainty. Both effects influence the q and q_ values

strongly whenever the anisotropy A is not constant. However,

as is shown in fig. 6.8 the measured anisotropy assumes the

nearly constant value of about 1% at v , "=* 2000 m/s.
rel

In addition we obtain Aip2 from measurements in the

transition region. Consequently, the anisotropy parameters are

overdetermined.

In table 6.4 the results of our fits and tests are dis-

played .

vo
Helbing

Le Roy

Bickes

Rtehl

Foster

Butz

ref.

HEL 68

LER 74

B;C 75

RIE 73

FOS 72

BUT 71

m

12

15

15

-

12

12

E(10"14erg)

.425

.512

.632

.55

.425

.465

R CÂ)
V

3.09

3.29

3.15

3.43

3.06

3.3

Aip2

0.05*

0.06*

0.06*

-0.01

0.06*

Mi P2

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.17*

0.17*

0.17*

0.21

0.17*

" 6

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

q

0.

0.

24* 0.05

43

DSD

2.0

2.7

3.3

8.6

3.7

2.7
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Table 6.4 Results of the fits and tests for H -Ne. The values

denoted by an asterisk are determined from fits to

the present measurements. Except Riehl's one all

potentials are expressed in the LJ (m,6) model.

The DSD values demonstrate that the fit is not yet quite as

good as for the heavy inert gases. Satisfactorily, the para-

meters turn out to be independent of the choice of the isotro-

pic potential. The overdetermination leads to a consistent set

of anisotropy parameters. From q =0.17 + .01 and q, =0.24 + .05
o — LZ —

in table 6.4 one calculates an Aip2=0.10 + .05, to be compared

with the experimental value Aip2=0.05 + .02.

For the heavy systems we have neglected the Bickes iso-

tropic potential because the glory behaviour could not be re-

produced by this potential. In the case of H?-Ne, due to the

nearly constant anisotropy A, we have no reason not to discuss

anisotropy parameters resulting from a fit with this potential.

In figure 6.9 tests of the Riehl (exp-spline-v.d. Waals)

and Foster (LJ) potentials are given. The Riehl test shows an

increase of the anisotropy for decreasing velocities; this is

not in accordance with the low Aip2 values we have found. The

Foster anisotropy parameters lead to negative Aip2 values. This

would correspond to a negative anisotropy A in the transition

region.

I
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Ax103

1000 2000 3000 1.000
V rei [m /s]

Fig. 6.8 Anisotropy results for H -Ne compared to the optimum

curves obtained in the fitting procedure of the AIP

using different HP's.

Ax103

1000 2000 3000 4000
Vrel [m/s]

Fig. 6.9 Anisotropy results for H -Ne compared to the

calculated curves using the IP's from Riehl and

Foster.
IS
4
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6.6 THE SYSTEM H?-H2

For Ho-Ho the potential parameters e and R are very

similar to those of H2-Ne. The reduced mass y=1.0 a.u. must be

compared with 1.8 for H_-Ne. Accordingly, the measured aniso-

tropy A is expected to become constant at high velocities as

in the case of EU-Ne.

At first glance, one would expect the quadrupole-quadru-

pole interaction ('vl/R ) to be of major importance for the

anisotropy A. However, its angle dependence is such that it

averages to zero if at least one of the H? molecules has no

preferential orientation. This situation corresponds to our

experiment where only the primary beam molecules are state

selected. Consequently, the influence of the quadrupole forces

drops out in first order DWA. In higher order, the quadrupole

forces do not average to zero. However, we believe that these

effects can be neglected. The measurements of the total col-

lision cross section of for instance as done by

Gengenbach et al. (GEN 74) could be fitted quite well witàout a

quadrupole-quadrupole term.

Another difference with H?-inert gas systems is the role

of the symmetry requirements for two indistinguishable bosons.

Bauer et al. (BAU 76) calculated and measured this effect for

H_-H2; its influence is very small and only detectable in a

scattering experiment with very well defined velocity resolu-

tion (< 1% in the total collision cross section at v=1600 m/s

and secondary beam temperature of 12.3 K). In our case where

the scattering gas is at 25 K the effect is smeared out com-

pletely.

At this moment, the H?-H_ potential including the aniso-

tropy terms is not well known. The best experimental potentials,

V;
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available from beam investigations, come from Gengenbach et al.

(GEN 74) and Farrar et al. (FAR 72). They determined the sphe-

rical part of the potential in the MSV model. These potentials

could not be tested, because they consist of a numerical spline

function in the region where our measurements probe and they

do not contain any angle dependence. A fit is impossible because

one does not know how to describe the angle dependence in the

spline ansatz.

Synthesizing theoretical information from various sources

Etters et al. (ETT 75) have derived a potential including an

AIP that is able to describe the total collision cross section,

the prèssure-volume curve of solid Eo in particular frozen

orientations and the second virial coefficient. We have per-

formed a test for' this potential and the results are displayed

in figure 6.10. In the same figure a test curve is given for an

empirical IP from Monchick which is derived from viscosity ex-

periments (MON 74). A test with an older potential from Allison

et al. (ALL 67) is also shown. The calculations were performed

in DWA, neglecting quadrupole-quadrupole interaction. As can be

seen from fig. 6.10, the Monchick anisotropy comes nearest to

the experimental points. This can be understood from table 6.5;

the values for e_/e and R «/R deviate least from our values.
2 e2 e

This is not too astonishing because the potentials of Etters

and Allison were never sensitively tested with regard to the

AIP. The values for e and R were obtained for the potentials

of Monchick and Etters as a spherical average for both molecules.

The values for R _ and e_ follow from the spherical average of

5V.P5(cos#,. ) ; the factor 5 comes from the normalization of the

Legendre polynomials and &. represents the angle between the

line connecting the centers of the molecules and the axis of

molecule 1.

•is
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In addition to these tests we have performed fit proce-

dures for two isotropic LJ potentials derived from total cross

section measurements (BUT 72) and differential cross section

results (DON 72}.

ref. e(10"14erg) Aip2 ÛAip2 qg DSD

Dondi

autz

Allison

Monchick

Etters

DON

BUT

ALL

MON

ETT

72

72

67

74

75

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

54

46

26

52

46

3.34 O.U* 0.02 0.18* 0.01 0.13 1.06 0.8

3.30 0.12* 0.02 0.18* 0.01 0.14 1.05 1.1

3.59 0.07 0.04 1.10 5.3

3.33 0.12 0.10 1.03 3.5

3.39 0.05 1.12 7.6

Table 6.5 Results of the fits and tests for H_-Ho. The values

denoted by an asterisk are obtained by a fitting procedure to

our measurements. The Dondi and Butz potentials are in the LJ

(12,6) model.

The optimum curves which we derived in the fit procedure have a

small DSD values, as well for the Butz as for the Dondi IIP

(see fig. 6.11).

Because of the nearly constant behaviour of the anisotropy

A, the optimum Aip2 value is rather independent of the used

isotropic potential. At low velocities the experimental results

come from the transition region. At high velocities the theore-

tical a has a zero crossing (v=2100 m/s for the Butz poten-

tial). From the experimental A value and eq. 5.12 we have deter-

mined the q. value, q =0.18. The different isotropic potentials

yield the same qr value. The theoretical long range anisotropyo
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equals 0.101 (VIC 70).

For the system H -H_ the effect of the velocity averaging

is somewhat larger than for the other systems (v,/v =:2.5 at

T =77 K). The correction factor for A yields C =1.2, while the

shift in the relative velocity is approximately 170 m/s with

respect to v .

AxiO3

10 -

1000 1500 2000 2500
Vrel [m/s]

Fig. 6.10 Anisotropy results for H_-H_ compared to the calcu-

lated curves using IP's available in literature.

Ax103

1000 1500 2000 2500
Vrel [m/s]

Fig. 6.11 Anisotropy results for H 2-H 2 compared to the optimum

curves obtained fitting the AIP to the HP's of Dondi

and Butz.
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6.7 THE SYSTEM H -He

Due to the small polarizability of the He atom this system

shows a very shallow potential well, which does not contain any

bound state. Consequently, glory structures are absent. More-

over hv/eR >1.5 for the experiments i.e. all the measurements

are beyond the transition region, see fig. 5.i. In equation

5.12, a and a have no zero crossings in the experimental ve-

locity range; afi and a assume negative and positive values,

only.

As discussed, in section 5.4 (see fig. 5.3) our measure-

ments are sensitive to intermolecular distances where the

isotropic potential crosses zero. Consequently, we are able to

determine mainly a in the LJ model or A /A in the BC model

(eq. 5.5 and 5.6). We are rather insensitive to q_r, eR (=C-)
o e 6

and cR .
e

The system H?-He is the best known atom-molecule system

with regard to ab initio calculations. It was the first atom-

molecule potential that could be determined throughout the

whole range of intermolecular distances including the v.d.

Waals minimum (TSA 73). In table 6.6 we have included more

recent ab initio calculations by Geurts et al. (GEU 74);

Hariharan has provided us recently with a potential based upon

more sophisticated theoretical methods which gives results in

agreement with Geurts (HAR 76).

vo

Amdur
Amdur
Riehl
Shafer
Geurts
ariharan

ref.

AMD 65
FOS 72
RIE 73
SHA 73
GEÜ 74
HAR 76

e(10"14erg)

0.27
0.27
0.15
0.21
0.18
0.21

Re(A)

3.09
3.09
3.72
3.3815
3.43
3.33

ct resp.a

or A2/A0

0.25*
0.38
0.32
0.262
0.267

Aqm DSD ;í

0.02 1.8 4
9.6
2.4 4
8.0 '4
2.4 .;j
1.7 1

Table 6.6 Results of the fits and tests for H--Hs. We obtained
q.=0.25 in the fit procedure (see asterisk).
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The tests with these ab initio potentials are generally satis-

fying (see fig. 6.12). The DSD values are still somewhat high

due to scattering of the experimental results.

An analytical function of the form

-Cg.d+qgP (cos#))/R8 - C6(l+q6P2(cost?))/R
6 was fitted by Geurts

to his numerical results for R > 7.0 bohr. For smaller dis-

tances we used a damping function (l-a.exp(-bR)) with a=1.047,

b=0.21553 for the R~8 term and a=1.282, b=0.5284 for the R~6

term. For the repulsive part Geurts used an (An+A0P9(cos#))

.exp(-$R) term. With this term and the damped C and C terms
o o

we could reproduce the numeric results over the whole range

within the uncertainty.

The first experimental determination of the anisotropic

potential part, from NMR relaxation data, was performed by

Foster et al. (FOS 72) and by Riehl et al. (RIE 73).

In table 6.6 and fig. 6.13 results for the tests are

shown. The ESV potential of Riehl (potential IV of RIE 73)

works much better than the older Foster LJ potential, both

being based upon the NMR data. Shafer et al. (SHA 73) have

reanalysed these measurements and included experimental Raman

line shapes (MAY 61 and COO 70) and acoustical relaxation

measurements (FAN 63) in their analysis. They took care that

the isotropic part of the potential reproduces the very accu-

rate total collision cross section measurements by Gengenbach

et al. (GEN 74); in addition they forced the potential to

assume values in accordance with theoretical short (GOR 70)

and long range (LAN 71) calculations. Although Shafer et al.

have used a =0.262, the short range anisotropy parameter of

Gordon et al. (GOR 70), which seems to agree with our fit

value or =0.25 at a first glance,, the actual anisotropy in the
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region 2.5-4 A is much larger than what is found by Geurts. This

results in too high Acr/cr. values.

We only performed a fit procedure in the LJ-model, using

the IIP of Amdur et al. (see table 6.6). The other potential

models are too involved as we can fit only one AlP-pararaeter

for H2-He.

10

1000 2000 3000
Vrel[m/s]

Fig. 6.12 Anisotropy results for HL-He compared to the calcu-

lated curves obtained from available ab initio potentials.

Ax103

10

2000 3000
Vrel [m/s]

Fig. 6.13 Anisotropy results for KL-He compared to the calcu-

lated curves using IP's available in literature.

(Zandee) represents a LJ-fit.
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CHAPTER 7

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

7.1 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE MEASUREMENTS

For the heavy HL-inert gas systems we have fitted the

anisotropy A with two AIP-models, the Lennard-Jones and the

Buckingham-Corner one. The BC model is much more flexible and

if any of these two, the BC potential should be able to des-

cribe the real anisotropic interaction for all intermolecular

distances. We probe this interaction over a modest range only,

0.75R <R<2R . One of the BC parameters a is responsible for

the long range behaviour. This parameter if=i put equal to the

theoretical prediction because it does not sensitively enter

the fit to our results. The two remaining BC parameters

(ao and A ) allow to reproduce the anisotropy results very well.

The situation is quite different for the LJ potential where

a fit to our experimental results leads to a deviation from the

theoretical long range prediction, although the fit itself is

of the same quality. The averaged values for the LJ q are
o

0.10+.02(H -Xe),O.11+.O2(H2-Kr),0.13+.02(E^-Ar),0.17+.01(H2~Ne)

and 0.18+.01 (H,,-HL) . Corresponding theoretical qr values are:

0.108, 0.108, 0.107, 0.101 and 0.097, respectively (LAN 71).

It could have been that both models yield different V_

curves when fitted to our experiments. However, figures 7.1-7.3

demonstrate that around the minimum roughly the same V poten-

tial is obtained.

Striking differences with Le Roy (LER 77) are evident from

the same figures. Whereas the positions of the minimum show
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V2x10uerg
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-.10
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-20

L J - f i t
BC-test

6 R[S].

Fig. 7.1 Comparison for H?-Xe between the present results of

the AIP (in LJ and BC model) and the AIP obtained

by Le Roy in the BC model. The shaded area reflects

the uncertainty in the AIP for the BC fit.

V2x10uerg

-.OS

-.10

-.15

-.20

LJ-fit
BC-test

Zandee
Le Roy

H2-Kr

R i a l

Fig. 7.2 Comparison for H -Kr between the present results of

the AIP (in LJ and BC model) and the AIP obtained

by Le Roy in the BC model. The shaded area reflects

the uncertainty in the AIP for the BC fit.
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V2x10uerg

-.05

-.10

-.15

-.20
3

LJ-fi t
BC-test

Zandee
Le Roy

H2-Ar

5 6 R[2]

Pig. 7.3 Comparison for H -Ar between the present results of

the AIP (in LJ and BC model) and the AIP obtained by

Le Roy in the BC model. The shaded area reflects the

uncertainty in the AIP for the BC fit.

satisfying agreement (see also table 7.1), the depth of the

minimum for Le Roy's V is larger by about 20 to 50%. These

differences arise from the anisotropy results in the transition

region. A systematic error in our experiment, which would result

in too low an anisotropy value A in this region, would wipe out

the discrepancy; The possibility of Majorana flops pops up

threatingly.

If Majorana flops were present and if their probability

increases with velocity, their irifluence should be equal for

all systems at the same velocity. The transition regions start

however, for H2~Xe at about 2000 m/s, for H2-Kr at 1600 m/s and

for H«-Ar at 1400 m/s. At 1600 m/s the H -Xe measurements are

still in perfect agreement with Le Roy's prediction whereas for

Si

'."1;
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source V̂

present
u

u

Le Roy

vo
Helbing

Helb.+4%

Le Roy LJ

Le Roy BC

H2-Xe

e2 e

0.98

0.96

0.99

1.00

1.012

H2-Kr

[Re2/Re)

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.020

e 2 / e

0.131

0.135

0.130

0.123

0.153

Me2/e)

0.011

0.013

0.010
0.008

0.004

present

Le Roy

Helbing

Le Roy LJ

Le Roy BC

0.98

1.02

1.04

1.038

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.013

0.101

0.111

0.109

0.151

0.011

0.011

0.009

0.007

present

Le Roy

Helbing

Le Roy LJ

Le Roy BC

1.02

1.05

1.04

1.068

H2-Ne

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.013

0.102

0.114

0.099

0.146

0.011

0.013

0.010

0.018

present Le Roy LJ 1.09 0.03 0.10 0.02

present Dondi 1.06 0.03 0.13 0.03

Table 7.1 Results for the AIP using different HP's. The un-
certainties correspond with one standard deviation.
However, for the V- of Le Roy they indicate a 95%
confidence limit.

Í

Ï
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H -Kr the measured anisotropy falls short by 30% (see fig. 6.4).

This does not allow an explanation based on Majorana flops.

Moreover for H -He our results coincide approximately with the

reliable ab initio calculations (see fig. 6.12), which strength-

ens our conviction that Majorana flop's can be ruled out (see

also section 2.7).

Neither can the discrepancy arise from the use of DWA as

was tested by cc-calculations (see section 5.2).

300

250

200

300

250

200

250

200

150

100

H?-Kr

1000 1500 2000 V[m/s]

Fig. 7.4 The calculated total collision cross section (a) for
H_-Xe, Kr and Ar employing the HP's of Helbing (full
curve), Le Roy's BC model (-«-.-curve) and Le Roy's
LJ model (- - -curve). The arrows indicate the posi-
tion of the N=l glory maximum.
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As is evident from fig. 7.4 the isotropic BC potentials

of Le Roy show a significant improvement in reproducing the

total collision cross section results of Helbing as compared

to the LJ-potentials of Le Roy's older analysis. In our opinion

the remaining discrepancy is too small to be of influence on

the determination of the anisotropy parameters from our measure-

ments. Particularly in the transition region, a possible error

in eR does not enter in the AIP parameters. Thus, there is no

hope to explain the discrepancy in zjz values by an improved

isotropic potential.

In conclusion one might say, that whereas five years ago

nearly no reliable knowledge at all was available what concerns

V2, for the heavy H^-inert gas systems, we are now in the much

better position to worry about a 30% discrepancy in e?/e ,

while there is agreement for R O/R . It is clear what has to
e2 e

be done; all experimental input should be analysed together to

construct the best V?-potential. Independent information, for

instance from inelastic collisions would be most welcome.

Concerning the AIP for H -Ne little information is found

in literature. Although the system is small enough to become

accessible for ab initio calculations, theoretical results are

available only for the extremely short distances R<2 A (BIR 75).

The IP can be represented analytically by an exponential term

with an effective A /A ratio (see eq. 5.5 and 5.6) equal to

0.67.

Dimers for EL-Ne are observed spectroscopically; however,

the transitions do not depend sensitively on the anisotropy

parameters (LER 74). The only other experimental results come

from spin-relaxation measurements (FOS 72). Here the analysis

yields only tentative results (A /A RO.4 at R=2.5 Â) due to the

badly known IIP (RIE 73).
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Consequently, we can compare our results neither with the-

oretical predictions nor with independent measurements. The

rather large value of A /A =,67 from Birks strongly disagrees

with our q =0.24 but both describe the potential for entirely

different distances (see fig. 5.5). The value q =0.17+.02 is
D —

in line with our general remark that the LJ model overestimates
the C- and q_ parameters (see section 5.1).

b o

For the present investigation the system H«-Ne did not

form serious problems. The AIP parameters turned out to be

rather uninfluenced by the specific choice of the IIP.

The system H -H was handled by us as if it were a H -noble

gas system; specifically the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction

was neglected. We were able to describe the measurements satis-

factorily with the DWA and found AIP parameters in line with

those for the other systems. The tests with the available

semi-emperical potentials yield only qualitative agreement, but

these potentials can not be taken too seriously what concerns

the AIP. Where they are based upon measurements there was

only a weak dependence on the AIP.

EL-He is the best studied system. We were not able to give

much extra information about the AIP but could confirm recent ab

initio calculations for Rpa3 A. Dimers do not exist, so there is

no information to be expected from IR experiments. The V -po-

tential derived from spin-relaxation compares favourably with

the present results (see table 6.6). The test with the IP of

Shafer and Gordon leads to large deviations. This potential

has the particular feature that the perpendicular T-configu-

ration is energetically more stable than the collinear i-confi-

guration. This is not confirmed by recent ab initio calcula-

tions, neither is it found by us for the heavier systems (i.e.

Aip2>0 in the present experiment).
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A Zandee
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0 Geurts
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5 6
eRe[iO-Mergi]

Fig. 7.5 Values for R ,,/R and eo/e as a function of the
e2 e 2

system size (expressed in eR ). The triangles indi-

cate the present results; the crosses the values of

Le Roy. The ab initio results of Geurts et al. for

H_-He are indicated by a square.

In fig. 7.5 the results are summarized. As parameter for

the abscissa we arbitrarily have chosen eR . Satisfactorily a

smooth dependence of e,/e and R -/R is found on eR . That
2. &£ e e

R _/R decreases with increasing eR can intuitively be understood
6̂£ 6 6
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from the picture of a wasp on a balloon with increasing dia-
meter; if the radius of the balloon becomes the main contri-
bution both to R . and R , the ratio R O/R goes to 1. Alter-

e2 e' e2' e ̂
natively, the combination rules yield R O/R = ^(R +AR +R )/

e2 e m m a
h(R +R ) •*• 1 for R ->• «> , where R (R ) stands for the position

m a a am *
of the well for the atom (molecule) and AR for a characteris-

m

tic distance of the molecule describing its asphericity. The

complementai combination rule yields

e. /e (e +Ae ) - /e e
2 a r a m a m i

m

where Ae corresponds to a characteristic property of the
m

H molecule alone. In agreement with this simple expression the

ratio £„/£ is found to possess nearly the same value for all

collision partners.

It is remarkable that the present values for R »/R agree
6 6

with those of Le Roy and that his values are systematically

larger. For the best known system H -He the theoretical pre-

diction for R _/R (GEU 75, a potential nicely predicting the
ec e

present results) agrees very well with the results extrapolated

from the heavier systems. Pleasingly, the theoretical e_/e

value coincides with our empirical line and is 40% smaller than

Le Roy's value.

The zero crossing for the isotropic potential V takes

place at R=3.5, 3.3 and 3.1Â for H -Xe,Kr and Ar, respectively

(BC of LER 77). The zero crossing for the here proposed AIP

(V in BC model) occurs at 3.6,3.4 and 3.3Â for Xe,Kr and Ar

respectively. As required these numbers demonstrate that where

repulsion dominates the i-shaped complex has higher energy than

the T-shaped complex.
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7.2 OUTLOOK

In spite of all conclusions in section 7.1 an investi-

gation like the present is never really finished. With increasing

knowledge new interesting features emerge. For instance, we have

measured the anisotropy A of H -M systems with M=COQ, SFR/ CCI ,

C(CH ) , N , CH , CF , N O and NO (see e.g. MOE 75). Some of

these systems show an unexpected velocity dependence of A which

can not be described with the theory as discussed in this

thesis. The difficulty is that the molecules M possess

internal degrees of freedom and can easily be excited rotatio-

nally. Multipole terms in the IP require a simultaneous solution

of many coupled radial Schrõdinger equations. The influence

of the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction on the anisotropy is

not quantitatively understood at this moment.

Also the H -inert gas systems invite us to continue the

present investigations, at higher velocities, where new inde-

pendent information from the repulsive region becomes available

for the systems HL-Ar,Ne and H .

Up to now we have only measured in one particular state

J=l,m =0. Our machine allows, however, to extend this state
j

selection to J=3 states. Besides confirmation of the present

results extra information can be gained for the H -M systems

where new couplings can be turned on.

Measurements on HD-inert gas systems lie within the realm

of the present investigation. The influence of the eccentricity

of this molecule could be studied in this way.

Without essentially changing the machine, anisotropy

measurements could be dona for oriented O_ molecules (BRI 71).

The interpretation should be based on semi-classical methods,
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similarly as for the measurements on NO, being performed in

our group (STO 72).

Complementai information on H« - inert gas systems may

come from inelastic differential cross section measurements as

they are planned by the Gõttingen group (BUC 76). Theoretical

predictions based upon our results and those presented by

Birks et al. (BIR 75) yield largely different probabilities

(by an order of magnitude) for rotational excitation J=0 •* 2.

The most recent development of the Leiden group makes

use of laser fluorescence to depopulate states with certain

orientations in a molecular beam. In this way preferential

orientations can be obtained, opening the way for scattering

measurements on the AIP (KOR 76).
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift wordt een experimenteel onderzoek be-

schreven dat tot doel heeft de hoekafhankelijkheid van de in-

termolekulaire potentiaal tussen een H^-molekuul en een edel-

gasatoom te bepalen. Daartoe wordt in een molekulaire bundel-

machine de totale botsingsdoorsnede voor deze systemen gemeten

terwijl de stand van de molekulaire as van het Hg bepaalde voor-

keursrichtingen heeft ten opzichte van de botsingspartner. Door

deze voorkeursrichtingen te variëren en de invloed daarvan op

de totale botsingsdoorsnede te onderzoeken kan de hoekafhanke-

lijkheid van de intermolekulaire potentiaal bepaald worden.

De ruimtelijke oriëntatie wordt vastgelegd door het rota-

tiekwantumgetal J en zijn projektie m_ langs een kwantisatieas.
j

Met behulp van de Rabi resonantiemethode selekteren we Ho mole-

kulen in de toestand J=l, m =0 uit en verzwakken de bundel in
•J

een verstrooiingskamer gevuld met een edelgas, waarbij de ruim-

telijke kwantisatieas m.b.v. een extern magneetveld gehand-

haafd blijft. Draaiing van de richting van dit magneetveld ver-

andert de voorkeursorientatie van het H? en vindt zijn neerslag

in de gemeten relatieve verandering van de totale botsingsdoor-

snede, de zogenaamde anisotropie. Het blijkt dat men door vari-

atie van de relatieve snelheid van de botsingspartners de im-

pactparameters verandert, die invloed hebben op de waarde van

de anisotropie en dat zo dus de hoekafhankelijkheid in een ander

gedeelte van de intermolekulaire potentiaal afgetast kan worden.

Na een inleiding in het eerste hoofdstuk wordt in hoofdstuk

2 beschreven hoe de toestandsselektie van H_ tot stand komt en

bij welke relatieve snelheden wij kunnen meten. Ook de toestands-

selektie van HD en D„ wordt onderzocht. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt

het verband gelegd tussen de experimenteel waarneembare en
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theoretische grootheid. Op de weg hiertussen liggen enkele ex-

perimentele invloeden zoals b.v. het middelen over relatieve

snelheden en het eindige hoekoplossend vermogen. De korrekties

ten gevolge hiervan op de gemeten anisotropie blijken zeer

klein te zijn.

Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft de meetprocedure en geeft de re-

sultaten voor de verstrooiingsmetingen.

Het theoretische model waarmee wij de anisotropieën ver-

klaren is de distorted wave Born approximatie. In hoofdstuk 5

wordt dit beschreven en gaan we op de toepasbaarheid voor de

H„-edelgassystemen in. Verder beschrijven we in dit hoofdstuk

hoe het algemene gedrag van de anisotropie in de totale botsings-

doorsnede er als functie van de snelheid uitziet en welk ge-

deelte van de potentiaal getest wordt.

In hoofdstuk 6 volgen tenslotte waarden voor de hoekaf-

hankelijkheid van de intermolekulaire potentiaal uitgedrukt in

hèt Lennard-Jones en Buckingham-Corner model. In de literatuur

reeds gepubliceerde potentialen voor de H_-edelgas systemen

worden getest aan onze metingen.

De konklusie van het proefschrift is onder andere dat wij

er in geslaagd zijn om met de genoemde modellen de experimenten

te beschrijven. Vergelijking met onlangs door Le Roy gepubli-

ceerde intermolekulaire potentialen voor H -Xe, H -Kr en H -Ar

levert echter nog een aantal interessante verschillen op. Wat

de lichte H„-edelgassystemen betreft, vonden wij overeenstemming

met de beschikbare theoretische berekeningen voor H_-He. Voor

H.-l'e is in de literatuur slechts een aanzet tot een hoekaf-

hankelijke potentiaal bekend waar onze resultaten echter van

afwijken. Ook voor het systeem H?-H„ dat wij theoretisch als

een H_-edelgassysteem behandelen, is door ons een hoekafhanke-

lijke potentiaal afgeleid. Hier zijn echter andere nauwkeurige

experimentele of theoretische bepalingen nog niet beschikbaar.
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